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Map of North Western Australia roughly showing our route from Fitzroy Crossing to Sandfire 
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Introduction 

Our journey into the Great Sandy Desert came about by meeting like-minded people on the 

Oka Forum on the internet.  I had written a journal last year of our trip called In the Tracks of 

Len Beadell, after we had travelled the Anne Beadell Highway, the Gunbarrel Highway and 

the Sandy Blight Junction Road. Dean edited this journal appropriately and put it on the Oka 

Forum in divided sections. This created some interest amongst some forum followers and in 

short led us us to be invited to join with Dave and Pauline Gray from Perth and David and 

Janet Ribbans from Adelaide on their planned trip into the Great Sandy Desert. Though they 

are both named David it was fortunate for us that they were actually called different names. 

Dave and David had done the relevant research, with Dave having local knowledge and 

experience. Dave lived in Derby for a number of years and drove firstly cattle trucks 

transporting cattle from the stations in the Kimberley area and later transporting goods and 

equipment to the mining exploration camps of the Great Sandy Desert during the 1980s. The 

basic tracks were made by the mining companies using bulldozers and graders. Dave had 

access to the survey maps made at the time. David had access to GPS track navigation 

systems and Dave’s friend, Mick Olsen’s previous trip log of 2010 for guidance. Dave and 

Pauline had started this trip with Mick but had to unexpectedly leave the journey. So it was 

Dave’s dream to complete the trip into the desert with the aim to visit the McLarty Hills, 

which was of personal significance to Dave (more later) and Dragon Tree Soak Nature 

Reserve, a small green square on the map with no access roads.  

 

David’s map showing our track or trip log across the Great Sandy Desert  

Dave has a green XT 1994 Oka dual cab tray, number 137 with a newly acquired and 

painted used pop top camper fitted onto the tray in place of his previous canvas canopy. 

David has a bus back on his XT Oka number 148 with a fold up bed allowing a table and 

seats for daytime use and has made modifications to the roof height allowing standing room, 

something we miss. One day we will have a pop top. David also had an internal shower, 

something that Deano dreams of but our 12 volt external shower works very well. (Which 

Dave also has, as well as an internal shower that he doesn’t use much). 

Dean had made an extra effort to make sure everything on our Oka was ship shape for the 

desert crossing and there was a certain saga with the wheels and tyres which I might 

elaborate on later. 
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Our communication equipment consisted of being registered with the VKS 737 4WD radio 

network and having a Codan short wave radio, a CB radio and a satellite phone. (Including 

information on radio schedule times of the various VKS bases). We called into the network 

from the beginning of the trek stating we were heading into the Great Sandy Desert. We then 

called in each night giving our grid references and we did this each night we were in the 

desert as part of the “Mantle of Safety”. Dean and David each took on this task on different 

nights and reported we were all well with no issues and that we would call in again the 

following night. This was our lifeline and if there were any emergencies we would assisted by 

the network in any way possible. But one of the important factors was that if necessary we 

had to be prepared to walk away from our vehicles. This is why Dean spent so much time 

and effort on the Oka before we left. 

We had made arrangements to meet at Halls Creek around the 26th July with both Dave and 

David having some minor inconveniences along the way. Dave was coming up the west 

coast visiting friends along the way while David was coming up the Stuart Highway to Alice 

Springs and then along the Tanami Track to Halls Creek. 

Dean and I had left home on the 23rd of June and had travelled along the Darling River to 

Burke then into the outback Queensland towns of Thargomindah and Quilpie, back east to 

Charleville, Roma and up to Kilkivan near Gympie to drop off some tyres. From here we 

travelled north to Charters Towers, and on to the Undarra Larva Tubes. We made our way to 

Chillagoe and then went west on the Burke Development Road to Burketown. Over the 

border to the Northern Territory and on to Borroloola, then north through the Limmen 

National Park to the Roper River, on to Katherine and west to Kununurra where we 

restocked for the now current desert crossing. That journal will precede this. 

So now continues the journey. 

 

Dragon Tree Soak (courtesy of ‘Equinox’, from ExplorOz), 
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Tuesday 29th July Laura River to Airstrip Camp 277kms     Day 1     Hot and sunny 

As we were to meet with David and Pauline at midday we chatted with David and Janet over 

breakfast and diddled about camp, moving off about 10am along the Great Northern 

Highway through some fairly ordinary country past the Mary River rest area. Further along 

the Ngumpan Cliffs rest area up on an escarpment is a free overnight camping area with 

shelters and bush toilets, though no shade which is one of Dean’s priorities. It would be nice 

siting up here watching the sunset. We usually drive past here but today we drove up to drop 

off our rubbish and make use of the toilets. A few caravans were taking advantage of the 

free site and the lovely views from the top of the escarpment. I noticed one caravan had a 

sign out offering haircuts and I was tempted for a fringe trim but we had to keep moving. 

  

View from Ngumpan Cliffs rest area 

The road weaved through the hills offering a change of scenery of ochre red hills of various 

shapes and sizes along with steep escarpments. A few kilometres further along we arrived at 

the meeting point at 12.05pm where Dave and David who arrived within a minute of each 

other were waiting. We made our introductions and with Dave giving us a briefing we set off 

on our way through Cherrabun Station which was very marginal grazing country on the edge 

of the Great Sandy Desert. It appeared to me there was not much but spinifex and ant hills 

on the property. From now on we were on dirt tracks and Dave pointed out the yards where 

he collected his first load of cattle back in the 1970’s. Then we went over the causeway of 

the wide and sandy Christmas Creek. On enquiry Dave had only seen water in the creek 

once. He said when he was crossing the dry causeway; he looked upstream to find water 

slowly coming down. The couple of herds of Brahman cattle we saw near windmills and 

bores during the drive looked to be in reasonable condition.  
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We all meet on the Great Northern Highway 

    

                       Spinifex and anthills                                    Healthy looking Brahman cattle 

Crossing a small sand dune I spotted a clump of the pretty purple pea type flower we had 

only seen once before near Rudall River National Park. Dean stopped for a photo but the 

bush was past its prime with the yellow centres having all fallen off. While uncommon we 

were to see much more of this pretty bush throughout the desert. Here we also spotted our 

first desert walnut tree – Owenia reticulata, only I didn’t know that at the time.  Further into 

the desert they were quite plentiful growing singularly or in small groups. The desert walnut 

is striking in that it is the only tall tree in this desert and it has large deep green foliage 

sprouting from the very ends of the branches. At this time the trees had green fruit on them 

in little clusters at the ends of the branches under the leaves. The green skin turns to brown 

and sheds leaving the fruit which does look a bit like a walnut. These fall to the ground in 

large quantities, and walking under a tree was like walking on marbles, which I only did 

once! Apparently the indigenous people used the tree for medicinal purposes rather than a 

food source, roasting the nuts and leaves using them as a poultice for arthritis, sores and 

bruises. I took some green nuts home but they were brown by the time we got there. 

Soon after this we crossed another dune (just two for the day) and having averaged 

40kms/hr (plus stops) we arrived at the designated campsite of an old airstrip 100kms from 

the highway at 3pm. The gravel airstrip was only just discernible with quite a few years 

growth on it.  
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Desert Walnut – Owenia reticulata trees. The dead one shows how the leaves all grow out 

from the end of the branch and below more detail of its leaves and the green walnuts. 
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There were no trees for Dean to use for shade and he would have to get used to that idea. 

We circled the Okas on a clear section of the old strip and our Oka became the shade until 

the sun set. Dave and Pauline had an early lunch in Fitzroy Crossing but we missed out so 

we made a snack to tide us over until tea time and had a much needed cuppa.  

The boys sorted out a fire which was not terribly successful. It was very smoky in the breeze 

but it did the job. Before meeting up with us Pauline and Dave had stayed with friends on 

Jubilee Station and had caught some barramundi which they were sharing with us for tea 

tonight. We girls organised salads. While the barra was cooking in foil on the BBQ we had 

pre dinner drinks and chatted, all slowly getting to know each other. David and Dave had 

travelled together a couple of times before so they were all good. It took me a couple of days 

to settle into a comfort zone, but Deano just fits in anywhere. All he has to do is talk Okas. 

As we were chatting a plane flew high overhead with its jet exhaust glowing red in the 

sunset, going to some exotic place but we were all happy right where we were. 

The meal was beautiful and after the dishes we settled around the fire. Out here before the 

moon was up the stars were brilliant sparkling diamonds in the sky and we witnessed many 

such nights staring up in awe and was sorry I didn’t take any photos. With a cool breeze on 

my back and feeling very tired I slipped quietly off to bed at 9pm (that’s 11pm Victorian time). 

  

Northern Tinsel Flower – Cyanostegia cyanocalyx       and a flight to some exotic place 

 

Airstrip Camp 
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Wednesday 30th July  Airstrip Camp to Bore Camp 93kms   Day 2     Hot and sunny 

Waking with the sun shining in the back window at 6.15am I noted Dave was already up. We 

arose too and the conversation continued where it left off last night while we all breakfasted. 

Dave had picked up some extra diesel for us so Dean and David topped up the fuel tanks 

with 35 litres each. (With a little fuel stress towards the end of the desert journey David later 

thought it may have been worthwhile going the extra distance into Fitzroy Crossing to fill up 

before we started, replacing 177kms worth of fuel which we did really have time to do). 

After the usual chores we left camp at 8.30am following our fearless leader Dave’s 

directions. The track was solid clay with various species of desert vegetation dotting the 

countryside. Dave stopped and pointed out the turn off and sign to the abandoned Western 

Mine site where he had transported equipment. The sign stated there were no supplies, food 

or fuel available. 

   

Turn off to the old Western Mining Site 

   

Deano getting ready for a shower and asking the girls to hold his soap and towel at the 

abandoned camp and Zebra Finches nearby 
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Over a couple more sand dunes we could see the water towers and bore of the abandoned 

aboriginal settlement we were heading to. Once there we refilled with water from the working 

equipment and I took the opportunity to make a cup of tea. Dean noted the showers worked 

so we both made use of the tepid water. There was the evidence of a recent feast of a 

bustard bird (bush turkey) with feathers scattered over the ground. After we filled our water 

tanks from the settlement we turned onto the eastern end of the McLarty Track which goes 

west in a more or less straight line between the sand dunes meeting the Great Northern 

Highway near Nita Downs Station.  

This track which heads towards the McLarty Hills started out in fair condition but after 8kms 

at 15kms/hr the track became obscured by vegetation so driving became a little slower as 

we weaved between the acacia, grevillea and ti-tree and back onto the track. It has been 10 

years since the road had been cleared when exploration holes were drilled (2004-2005). 

Dave had been along this section of track four years ago which was then in good condition. 

Now four years later with lack of use the track had become more overgrown than expected. 

We were communicating by the CB radio and with David in the lead he said “Bit of track 

clearance required”. Dave answered, “Send out the maintenance crew”. That would be 

Janet. We had frequent stops over the day clearing the track of fallen dead scrub mainly.  

With 70kms from the settlement to tonight’s designated camping spot we stopped for lunch 

at 12.15pm which just happened to be 35kms from the turn off, half way. Dean was lucky 

enough to find a firewood tree which he cut up with his trusty Stihl chainsaw while I made 

lunch. The trees or branches only need to be up to four or five inches in diameter to make an 

adequate sized camp fire for cooking and later sitting around. The trees also need to be 

close to the road so we keep on the lookout, keeping up a supply for two or three days. The 

wood is thrown onto the roof rack and there is a ladder for later retrieval. (We also carry a 

supply of fire lighters). 

Finishing lunch we continued along, but thick holly grevillea blocked the path. After refuelling 

the chainsaw Dean couldn’t get it to start but leaning on the large branch it broke off easily. It 

was slow going on the overgrown track and various stops clearing the track had me 

collecting and photographing wildflowers. Most of them were past their prime but I saw a 

lovely yellow holly grevillea which I’d not seen before. The flower is usually yellow and red 

and as the name suggests has leaves shaped like holly. It is a tough shrub with spiky 

branches and became quite a nuisance during our desert crossing. 

Another plant which I have yet to identify is what I called a purple pom pom plant. This stem 

has a collection of white to mauve two millimetre pom poms which then have tiny purple 

flowers blooming out of the pom pom. Aha found it - it’s called a Cotton Bush - Ptiloyus 

Obovatus. This was plentiful throughout the desert in various shades of 

cream/pink/mauve/purple 
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Holly Grevillea – Grevillea wickhamii  bushes line the track in front of David’s Oka 

 

Cotton Bush - Ptiloyus obovatus.  
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.      

Holly Grevillea above and below long leafed corkwood (hakea) and Cottonbush 
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At 3pm we arrived at the Bore Camp, a known spot picked out by Dave. When I asked Dave 

later if it had an actual name he called it the Wonky Shonky Construction site. This camp site 

had definitely seen better days as it was overgrown and we were lucky to spot the track into 

it. We found a bit of a clearing near the dry dam site where we could make camp. With three 

Okas we needed a bit of space. Here there were a few desert walnut trees and with no air 

conditioning Dean pulled under one for some shade. The 12 volt fan Dean installed in 

Kununurra just blows hot air. It was very warm today and I do not tolerate the heat very well 

so I was a bit hot and tired when we pulled up. Even though I’d drunk a lot of water over the 

day it was obviously not enough. As I sat on the step Dean poured water over me and got 

me a cold drink. It starts to cool off by 3.30pm so before long I was feeling better.  

The others were camped nearby and we had a central communal area. After setting up we 

sat around chatting and over a few beers the boys got the fire going. David set up his 

antenna and called into the VKS 737 4WD radio base at Meekatharra giving our GPS 

reference and giving all our registered call sign numbers. Tea tonight was lamb chops and 

salad followed by fruit pudding and custard. We also enjoyed a bottle of Yellow sparkling 

wine, the low alcohol, low calorie stuff. The others had pork chops with roast veggies and 

Mexican chicken and enjoyed red wine with their meal. We witnessed a pleasant sunset in 

the west. Later I followed up with a glass of port and a cup of tea and leaving Dean chatting I 

slipped off to bed. 

 

 

Pre dinner drinks at sunset - Bore Camp 
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Thursday 31st July Bore Camp to Crossroad Camp (to Edgar Range) Day 3 48kms     

The reason for stopping at this old camp site was that there was useable bore water 

available and was the last known good water supply. Dave had rigged up a contraption for 

accessing this water 60 feet below the surface in an eight inch wide pipe casing. Dave’s poly 

pipe with a one way valve was dropped into the bore, jiggling it up and down a few times 

until it sank below the water filling up the pipe with about four or five litres of water. This was 

a bit time consuming but sharing the job we were able to all fill up all our water tanks and 

containers with lovely sweet water. With this job completed Dean got another bucket of the 

tepid water and making the most of the opportunity we had a shower. I also washed a few 

clothes. From here on we would be conserving our water usage. 

 

Dave and Deano collect water from the bore and I have a quick shower 
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We left camp and 9.15am and as David had predicted it wasn’t long before the track became 

overgrown. Dave who was leading this morning had stopped half a dozen times to remove 

scrub then he went bush diverting some of it a few times.  He then said over the CB, “Aren’t 

you glad you came?” Dean and I both replied in the affirmative and David responded with 

“This is what Okas are for”.  

 

   

Clearing the track 

   

Following Dave going bush and the branch that we collected on the step when it fell 

  

                  Spinifex and anthills                       Dean being arty farty capturing our three Okas 
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I timed we travelled 7kms in the first hour. Then Dave did some trailblazing for 300 metres 

as there was now too much scrub to clear, then we were off the track more than we were on 

it. We had been following the track for 13kms between two sand dunes and then crossed 

one which was no problem. At 20kms the terrain changed to spinifex and anthills so we were 

back on the track and had better driving for a while. There was also a small claypan to the 

north of us.  

A clearing appeared so we stopped for lunch and a bit of a rest at 12.30 after travelling 

29.4kms.  We enjoyed ham, cheese and pickle sandwiches along with a most welcome cup 

of tea. Once back on the track we also had a cold drink. The 12 volt fan was zipping around 

and then Dean turned up the car fan and said, “There you are, a fan forced oven!” We had 

drunk more water today so I was not feeling as bad as yesterday. Camel and dingo prints 

could be seen along the sandy track and possibly feral cats. There was very little wildlife to 

be seen apart from the various sized military dragons that speedily crossed the track in front 

of us. These are only about 6 to 8 inches long. 

After 48.1kms at 2.45pm we reached the designated campsite at an intersection where a 

track went north over the sand dunes to the Edgar Ranges. This was to be the routine for 

our journey, departing around 8.30 with lunch around midday for up to an hour and stopping 

to camp around 3pm. I usually like a cup of tea mid morning but we were too busy for that.  

The track was wide and solid and we were able to position ‘our wagons’ in a U to get the 

best possible shade until the sun set. We set up with cool drinks and cups of tea all round 

and generally chatted while we did a few chores until tea time. When we left the first bore 

yesterday Dean turned off the spigot to our water tank in case the hose to the little 12 volt 

water pump came adrift so we wouldn’t lose our precious water. The hose did come adrift 

yesterday morning but all our water was saved. Today the plastic outlet nozzle broke off 

from the pump but was still attached to the tubing. While we were chatting Dean attempted 

to fix this with various glues and eventually won the battle.  

Also our steps to the back of the Oka rattled down several times then we lost the elastic 

octopus strap and hook that held it up so the step collected a dead acacia bush bending it 

slightly. So now we had to tie it up with rope.  

   

             Dean repairing the water pump                        Blazing fire as the kindling burns 
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The fire was lit in due course and we set about making tea. I had set our table with a 

tablecloth, serviettes and flowers so David did the same. I found another tablecloth for 

Pauline and we sat down to a lovely meal.  David and Janet surprised me by producing a 

wok and had curried chicken and rice. Little did I know Pauline had one too. I just wondered 

where they fitted it. Pauline and Dave enjoyed baked potatoes, sausages and salad while we 

had honey sesame chicken stir fry (without the wok). A bottle of Evans and Tate Sauvignon 

Blanc quenched our thirst. (Maybe not, but it tasted wonderful). Over our meal we chatted 

about our travels and Dave relayed some more stories of his trucking travels. 

It was a beautiful clear night with the twinkling stars lighting up the sky yet again. We settled 

blissfully into bed.  

 

 

Another glorious sunset 

  

Enjoying a fine meal complete with all the trimmings 
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Friday 1st August Cross Road Camp to Sand Dune Camp Day 4     45.3kms   

There was a lovely sunrise through the window at 6am this morning but I was too slow for a 

photo. We were all soon up diddling about and having breakfast but we didn’t leave camp 

until 8.20am. It was our turn to lead this morning and after clearing a few branches the track 

became indistinct for much of the way. It was overgrown and needed to be bypassed from 

time to time. On a couple of occasions we had to get out and examine the terrain especially 

when we were bushed by trees all around. Being in the lead it was here my anxiety levels 

began to rise and in reference to Dave’s question yesterday I called him on the CB and said 

“Now I’m beginning to wonder if I’m glad I came”. Dave replied “It is okay, Pauline is feeling 

a little anxious too.” Dave also said he knew the track would be overgrown but didn’t expect 

it to be this bad and various comments went back and forth over the CB during the day. 

  

Various Track Conditions 

  

After two hours we had travelled 19kms and 3hrs 25.6kms. The track followed closely to a 

sand dune to our north at one time diverting a large stand of acacia trees in the middle of the 

swale where it looked like it could get very wet. Once past that section the swale was very 

desolate in the middle with spinifex and large ant hills while the track, such as it was 

continued to hug the sand dune to the north. Crawling along the track we dodged various 

branches but drove over the smaller ones and the spinifex. At times we felt like Len Beadell 

bush bashing through the scrub but we were lucky we hadn’t staked any tyres and we had 

our trusty GPS and didn’t need to take astrofixes by the stars. 

Suddenly in the middle of the track, a taller than safe to drive over anthill was disguised in 

the middle of a spinifex clump. While Dean was driving, being the navigator I was on the 
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lookout for these sorts of things as well as keeping an eye on the track when we got off it. 

Dean got out and broke off the anthill off discarding it to the side. We have a large protection 

plate under the front of the vehicle to help deflect the bushes and to protect the Oka a bit but 

we don’t need to take any chances.  

 

Beware of hidden anthills in the spinifex and below a Millitary Dragon 

 

Very occasionally a bird would dart out from the few trees or bushes and once we spotted 

some quails darting from the track. Military dragons scooted across the track at regular 

intervals. After 33kms with no suitable clearing or shady spot for lunch we just pulled up at 

midday. Dean walked to the top of the sand dune and took a couple of photos across the 

swale. 
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After lunch David took the lead and the track was visible between the spinifex. We moseyed 

along a bit quicker than this morning until we reached the first sand dune where the track 

went south to bypass a large area of salt pans and ephemeral lakes. The sand dune was not 

big but it was a bit soft on the down side and David’s wheels slipped sideways a little, but we 

had no problem. (Because the others had flattened it out they said). The track took us to a 

lovely swale with lots of ti-tree and acacia scrub and a flat solid area with a few clearings 

amongst the spinifex. Even though it was only 2.15pm it was decided that this was a good 

place to camp. The drive this morning had required some care and concentration and now 

with more sand dunes to cross it was time to stop.  

 

Lunch on the track. Spinifex and anthills between the dunes 

Clouds started to drift across the sky as we set up camp, collected wood and had a cuppa. 

On pulling up, David found a couple of minor breakages. His aerial connection, and the step 

catch, both of which he fixed. Dave said his problem could wait until the morning but it wasn’t 

until the morning that we found out it was a flat tyre which he mended or plugged after 

breakfast.   

After settling in to camp we moved on to pre dinner drinks with nibblies and more travel and 

trucking tales. The fire was lit for both atmosphere and cooking while we enjoyed another 

fine night. Tea tonight was spaghetti bolognaise for Dave and Pauline while David and Janet 

had steak and steamed vegetables, cooked in an actual steamer. I’m a bit slack with just a 

fry pan and a couple of little saucepans. We had pumpkin soup followed by bangers and 

mash accompanied by a glass of chardonnay. Janet sat down at the table with her meal and 

bumping the table, spilt her red wine over her shorts. She was not happy. Later when she 

complained that the insects were buzzing around her Dave said “It’s because they want to 

suck on your shorts”! 

We were all tired tonight so it was not a late night but I found myself drifting off to bed first 

again. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ephemeral_lake
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Approaching Sand Dune camp and another walnut tree 

 

We checkout the soft sand dune before crossing 
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Saturday 2nd August  Sand Dune Camp to Spinifex Camp    Day 5    23kms 

There was a lot of cloud cover this morning with a lovely pink sunrise just after 6am. We 

departed camp at 8.15am only to find just a few metres ahead the track was overgrown and 

sandy from rain in the recent past. We were now very pleased we stopped where we did for 

the night. The boys walked along the track for a bit to determine the best route through the 

scrub. Making our way further along, the track had been eroded to about a metre deep from 

the fore mentioned rain. As the track is lower than the surrounding terrain the water flows 

along the track and in this case becoming a river and washing away the soil in its path. This 

meant we had some more bush bashing to do. 

Occasionally I had picked up my knitting while travelling but this was not easy to do bumping 

over the rough terrain. Last night I got it out at camp and finished a sleeve and started the 

second one this morning. I had knitted a few rows of the band and noted it was getting 

grubby from the dust so I had to put it away until we were out of the desert. 

We were very slowly bush bashing towards the end of this section of track where we would 

turn south when came to an area where we travelled for 2 or 3kms on the track. Dean then 

got out the chainsaw and trimmed a few branches continuing to walk ahead of us. Dave 

relayed that I should drive the Oka following in his tracks. This I did then picked up Dean 

when he was done and drove for a short while until we had to go bush again and he took 

over. Finding the track again we continued clearing trees when necessary and driving over 

the smaller shrubs. We swapped the lead at times and at another eroded section of track 

Dean got out to check the track and found a golden orb spider in her golden web shining in 

the sunshine. The female Golden Orb spider is very big while the male looks more like a 

spiderling if you happen to spot him in the web. It is the colour of the web which gives this 

spider its name. We have seen many species of this spider as we have travelled around. 

  

      Dean trims trees with the chainsaw                                    Kaye has a drive 

At midday we found a length of clear track where we stopped for lunch and a welcome cup 

of tea. We had sausage sandwiches left over from last night. Dave lost a clip to his pop top 

and used good old cable ties to secure it. At this point we had travelled 300kms exactly in 

three days midday to midday. From lunch time the track was thick with growth again and 

after more bush bashing we crossed a small sand dune. At many of our stops I examined 

the wildflowers and gathered a few which I put inside the Oka for decoration and to admire 

the fruits of the desert.  On this sand dune I found the spectacular green bird flower. This 
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plant grows predominantly on sand dunes and has bunches of flowers at its end and each 

flower looks just like a bird in flight with its beak as the stalk joining the stem. The holly 

grevillea is also spectacular with its red blaze of colour but to us it was proving a pest with its 

spiky branches leaning into the track and the dead tress falling on the track. The purple pea 

type flower was common here and the acacia yarran bush with long yellow blossoms added 

more colour to the area. The native walnut trees with their bright green foliage were dotted 

throughout the desert as well. 

 

The eroded section of track 

   

Golden Orb Spider  and its golden web 
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Kaye’s Garden 

 

Vehicles hiding in the vegetation 
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Green Bird Flower – Crotalaria cunninghamii 

Back on the track now at 2.30pm we crawled along looking for a campsite. By 3pm there 

were still no suitable clearings and the land was covered in spinifex with the odd walnut tree 

for possible shade. In this section the spinifex was short regrowth without the seed stems 

due to fire having been through the area some time in the past. Continuing toward a clump 

of trees David in the lead could see that the spinifex ahead suddenly became thick and tall. It 

was decided we should just stop here on the track. Being in the middle Dean moved the Oka 

to the side of the track giving us both shade and a clearing to have our communal area. 

David positioned his Oka across the track and Dave who was at the rear was in a 

comfortable position too as his camper opened to the back. 

With no cleared area we didn’t have a fire tonight and we missed it but we were being safe. 

We had our usual chat around pre dinner drinks and nibblies. Tea tonight was spaghetti 

bolognaise for David and Janet while Dave and Pauline had leftovers. We had lamb steaks 

with rosemary gravy with corn on the cob, beans and potato that I cooked on the tailgate of 

the Oka tonight, just the right height standing on the mound of dirt. As we sat down to crème 

caramel for dessert the others rustled up something as well. Of course our meal was 

accompanied by a glass wine, otherwise known as chateau cardboard. 

A quiet night and I was in bed by 7.30pm reading.  
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Spinifex Camp on the track and below Dave says we need a lower vehicle 

 

 

Leaving camp the next morning showing the change in the Spinifex 
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Sunday 3rd August  Spinifex Camp to Camel Camp Day 6  34kms  

A glorious sunrise greeted us at 6am and this time I got up for a photo. With a few jobs to do 

this morning I made poached eggs for breakfast which was a nice change from the usual 

cereal and toast. After breakfast we did a bit of reorganising and emptied the jerry cans of 

fuel into the tanks reducing the weight on the roof. 

 

 

Spinifex camp sunrise 

This morning David was leading the way with the track in slightly better condition but clearing 

dead acacia and grevillea now and again. We soon joined another track coming in from the 

left from who knows where. A star picket with a burnt sign was sticking out of the ground. 

The track continued in the middle of the swale and coming to another deep wash away we 

needed to go bush again for a while before coming back to the track. 

By 10.30am another star picket by the track had the boys out investigating the area. With 

Dave’s knowledge we knew we were near an old mining camp as the area was cleared to 

some degree. Wandering around Dean found the sign they were looking for. McLarty No 1 

which was a bore drilled in 1968 exploring for oil. The sign was made by an oxy welder  in  

half inch thick steel plate and having lasted 50 years I’m sure it will here for another 50 

years. As we spent a while wandering around, I took the rare opportunity to make a morning 

cup of tea.  
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McLarty Bore sign. Spud - date commenced.  Comp – date completed and TD Terminal 

depth -8,500 feet 

  

Silver leafed grevillea – Grevillea refracta 

Leaving this site Dean took the lead heading towards another intersection where we would 

turn south. The track remained overgrown and a little more bush bashing was required. In 

one area there was a thick growth of tall spindly orange yellow grevillea shining silver in the 

morning sun. On researching my three native plant books later, I finally discovered it was in 

fact a silver leafed grevillea! As well as the lizards running across the track we now saw a 

short tailed mouse, probably a native of some description. Arriving at yet another star picket 

we were at the intended intersection and we noted recent tyre tracks going north south 

across the track. As Dean went to turn left I said, “Watch the star picket”. His comment of 

“What”, was followed by the sound of crunch, graunch, scrape as the Oka connected with 

the star picket. “Oh, I didn’t think it was that close”. With the battering the trees had given the 

Oka a star picket was not likely to make much difference. 

As it was now midday we stopped for lunch and chatted for an hour. Dave took the lead as 

we turned south and we now had sand dunes to cross as we headed towards the McLarty 

Hills, a group of rocky outcrops spread over a large area. In any other area these hills would 

not be very significant but they rise out of the desert and sand dune country to an average 

height of 205metres.  
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We follow Dave down the dune and David has another go after he deflates his tyres  

 

Bushed momentarily on a sand dune 
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I’m not sure if this track has a name but Dave knows Rodney Bingham the fellow who cut the 

track in his bulldozer. Dave led us over the first sand dune which we both managed to get 

over but David travelling behind us didn’t. He had to reverse back and let more air out of his 

tyres. The track was visible ahead of us and after ten sand dunes, (I know this because it is 

Pauline’s job to count the sand dunes we cross each day), we came to some small rocky 

outcrops as we got closer to the McLarty Hills. This is when we lost the track and got bushed 

on a sand dune. The boys did a bit of concurring and retracing our tracks we found a safer 

path over, even though it had a fairly steep descent. In this next swale we found a camp site 

in a bit of a clearing at 4.15pm. We’d had a fairly tiring day but I didn’t realise it was so late 

(past our set camping time of 3pm). My anxiety levels had been on the rise again this 

afternoon so I had busied myself with puzzles.  

 

Dean and Janet relaxing in the late afternoon sun, Camel Camp 

  

Wildlife is there if you look for it. An interesting bug on the sand dune and a dung beetle 

which burrowed into the ground at Dean’s feet one night in camp. 
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We cleared a central area of spinifex to set up camp and while we were chatting a camel 

appeared from over the next dune. After seeing so many camel prints on the track we were 

surprised we hadn’t seen any before now. The camel was rather inquisitive and soon there 

were several more with a total of five, a very large bull, and two cows and two calves. They 

have probably never seen a human before. Dave said earlier on in the trip that we were 

going where few men have been and even fewer women. That was a statement that made 

me feel very adventurous and also very privileged. 

The camels soon lost interest and followed the bull camel back over the sand dune and they 

disappeared into the desert. As mentioned in previous journals, camels have become a feral 

pest in the country. With an estimated population of a million, they are breeding at a rate of 

ten percent. They decimate the waterholes scattered around the desert and destroy the 

vegetation. Keeping their numbers at bay is a continuing problem for parks and wildlife 

officers and is really a losing battle.  

 

Camels 

David set up his large whip aerial tonight which extends to nine metres and called into the 

VKS 4WD network base in Meekatharra at the scheduled time giving them our coordinates, 

reporting all was well and informing them of our interest to the camels.  

As it was a bit breezy the fire was lit in a hole tonight and Pauline, who had been proving 

bread over the day, baked a cob loaf in the coals later.  Tea tonight was Thai coconut curried 

beef with a glass of Banrock Station Semillon Sauvignon Blanc. This wine was kindly given 

to us for the trip by our neighbours Ron and Shirley who are with us in spirit. They enjoy 
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reading my journals and imagine they are with us. The others had a chicken dish with rice 

and a mixed grill.  

More chit chat followed as we sat around the fire enjoying our meals. I dug out a bottle of 

Hanwood 10 year old port which was enjoyed by all. Our conversations varied each night but 

tonight Dave told us how he and Pauline came to Australia as a young couple. Basically it 

was for work which wasn’t quite what it was advertised to be. They happily settled in WA and 

made a good life spending a few years in Derby and later settled in Bullsbrook an hour north 

of Perth. Dave had many wonderful trucking tales he relayed at various intervals around the 

campfire. David and Janet drove a Land Rover from England across the world to Australia in 

the 70s, not intending to stay but later returned and settled in Adelaide. 

Dave and Pauline have a similar outside 12 volt shower to us and after heating some water 

on the fire in their stainless steel bucket they kindly let me have a quick shower, which was 

much appreciated. It is amazing how little water you can get away with using. I then crawled 

into bed. I didn’t sleep well at all tonight. I was woken a couple of times by a regular high 

pitched squeaking and even got up to find my ear plugs. I was blaming something in David’s 

camp like the large aerial but as this happened again at another camp we worked out it was 

actually a bird. But it was relentless in its chirping.  

 

 

Relaxing at day’s end with wine, tea and port and the bread cooling in the camp oven 
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Monday 4th August Camel Camp to McLarty Hills  Day 7        8.1kms 

The wind which had blown all night was still blowing and was rather unpleasant this morning. 

Everything was covered in sand. I had previously cooked spaghetti sauce and frozen this for 

a quick meal. Unfortunately it had defrosted and as Dean was not keen on this for an 

evening meal I tipped it in with a can of SPC spaghetti and served it up to him for breakfast. 

There were no complaints.  

We left camp at 8.20am and unbeknown to me we didn’t have far to go, though it did take 

some time. Dean was leading again this morning and we travelled west bouncing over the 

spinifex clumps as we had been doing at various times every day. Dave came over the CB 

this morning as said “The girls are right, their wearing their Ahh Bras.” I had a big laugh 

because I’d changed mine today and had no support whatsoever. I commented this to Dean 

and he was busy ogling the bouncing effects instead of watching the track. Not watching 

much television he didn’t know what an Ahh Bra was either.  

Finding a dune crossing we continued south over the east west sand dunes and got easily 

over the first dune and found the second one had three ridges. With the GPS we found the 

track we needed to follow and continued on. Another dune required an investigation as the 

track was overgrown. We couldn’t get over this and looked for another crossing. Dean found 

a sandy crossing but while the crest was wide the downward side was steep and overgrown 

with wattle. Dean just had to keep going and ploughed right through. We were safely over 

down the other side waiting for the others when we got the message on the CB radio that 

Dave had rolled a tyre off the rim. 

 

We are safely over the sand dune with the McLarty Hills in the distance on the horizon. The 

darker green trees are all desert walnut trees. 
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Walking back we found a matter of fact Dave getting on with the job. He had staked the wall 

of a Michelin tyre on a hidden sharp stick or branch. The tyre deflated and with this rough 

terrain you would have no idea you had a flat tyre. As Dave kept driving up towards the sand 

dune the totally flat tyre rolled off the rim, dropping on the side of the track. The Oka kept on 

going with the rim rolling along in the sand gouging a track. One advantage was the soft 

sand saved the rim from being damaged. Two hours later with a team effort the sand was 

dug from under the rim, the Oka jacked up using several jacks and the tyre changed. With 

no hope of repairing the Michelin it was left leaning on a tree marking our trail. 

 

 

Now where is that tyre? (Photo by David) 

  

Teamwork gets the job done 
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Where the tyre fell off the wheel, showing how far Dave had travelled on the rim 
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Dave comes over the steep dune and through the acacia bushes 

After another three dune crossings with no further mishaps we turned east bush bashing for 

another couple of kilometres towards a particular section of the McLarty Hills. After travelling 

only 8.1kms today we arrived at our first planned destination at 11.50am.  

This particular outcrop of hills had a special significance for Dave. There are two engraved 

names on a rock face here and he hoped to find them. The first engraving is by a fellow 

called Tommy Gray. Tommy Gray was a part aboriginal man who was a great horseman and 

bushman. He was the head stockman of Anna Plains Station, a vast cattle station of the 

Kimberley area. In 1936 he was sent out into the Great Sandy Desert by the Broome police 

to find witnesses to the murder of dingo hunter Daniel O’Brien, in November 1935. Tommy 

Gray was camped at the McLarty Hills keeping watch for the nomadic aboriginals believed 

responsible from this rocky outcrop. While camped here he scratched his name and date 

into the rock face. He later assisted with the captured of Wogera who was taken to stand trial 

for the murder of Daniel O’Brien. No charges were actually laid as the commissioner in Perth 

and other authorities after piecing together the whole story believed it was justifiable 

homicide. It is said O’Brien attacked Wogera’s wife but I have been unable to find any 

information to confirm this as yet. See Appendix 1.  

The other engraving is by Mick Driscoll a long time friend and work colleague of Dave’s. 

Mick was another icon of the Kimberley area and has written short stories of some of his 

adventures. Mick found Tommy Gray’s engraving and carved his own nearby while on a 

prospecting trip into the McLarty Hills in winter 1966 in his Landrover.  Prospecting for gold 

was a big pastime of Mick’s and he was keen to rediscover Lasseter’s Reef. His Landrover 

broke down with clutch problems near Joanna Springs and he walked back approximately 
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400kms to a telegraph relay station where he was picked up, surviving on berries, bush 

tomatoes and melons. He had learnt from the aborigines that you have to scrape the seeds 

from the tomato before eating them. These provided enough moisture till he got to water at 

some wells where he found some wire and bottles to collect the water. He initially was not on 

his own. Details are sketchy on this particular journey. An article in a Perth newspaper in 

1966 stated he was ‘Lost in the desert’ but Mick states he was concerned for his life but at 

no time was he lost and was upset by the statement. There is a story that the ABC was 

interested in making a film on this journey of survival but it never eventuated. Mick died just 

a few years ago so Dave was keen to visit this site and find his engraving. 

 

Our camp from the escarpment. The north rock face and the tree roots of the pictured tree  
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Pretending we are in the fertility cave 

  

  

Various rock paintings 
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After lunch, leaving Pauline and Janet at camp, the rest of us walked to the escarpment with 

the aim to find these signatures. We found some other interesting things but not the names. 

A small cave high up in one of the outlying ‘numerous rocky outcrops’, as described on the 

map of the area held some aboriginal paintings that were protected from the weather and 

were in good condition. I would have to do a little research to find their meanings, but looking 

on the internet later there was nothing that looked similar in any way. There was a largish 

tree growing on the escarpment near camp with the roots crawling through the rocks and 

into another cave. The rocks appear porous and we think water would gather in all the 

crevices and caves after rain. Rock wallabies frequented these caves as their droppings 

were seen scattered around. A lovely place to sleep on a hot day but no wallabies were 

seen. It was still quite windy on the ground but the wind was blowing fiercely on the top of 

the hill. A few birds flittered about and we think some were double bar finches. Dave and 

David wandered back to camp while Dean and I walked a bit further around the top 

searching for the engravings but found more small caves and a fair bit of scrub growing. We 

also put a rock on the cairn that was built by fellow traveller Mick Olsen in 2010 whose path 

we were more of less following. 

   

  Dean places a rock on Mick Olsen’s cairn         Kaye being windswept on the escarpment 

We had no luck finding any engravings even looking with the binoculars. This was a bit 

disappointing but we had an interesting walk. Dave was also disappointed but he was glad to 

have visited the area after all this time. After our rock climbing efforts we returned to camp 

and settled into a few jobs then on to pre dinner drinks and nibblies. Such a tough life.  
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I had such a laugh when everyone else was sitting around with their computers comparing 

and sharing information, maps and photos. Here we were, possibly as far from civilization as 

you could get in this country and my five companions were lined up with their electronic 

gadgets!! I guess my electronic gadget was my camera. 

 

Playing with electronic gadgets 

        

    Desert Fringe Myrtle – Calytrix longiflora                    Mulla Mulla – Ptilotus exaltus 

The wind finally settled to a breeze. There was no campfire tonight because of the wind and 

that we were camped on a gravel patch surrounded by spinifex. The boys reported into the 

VKS 737 network, though tonight there seemed to be interference on the radio from Asian 

fishermen. In due course tea was served and we enjoyed chicken parmigiana with salad 

while Pauline served up a chicken pasta dish and Janet and David co-cooked lamb steak 

and roast vegetables. David often helps with the meals but Dean wouldn’t know how to cook 

an egg. (When I went to Europe with friends in 2010 he lost 10kg). Of course everything was 

accompanied by various varieties of wine. Dave was feeling a little below par tonight and we 

were all in bed by 8pm. I slept better tonight though the noise I was accompanied by was the 

sound of snoring. 
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The sun sets on our camp at the McLarty Hillls 

 

Sunset 
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 Tuesday 5th August   McLarty Hills to Dinner Camp  26.6kms 

Fortunately Dave appeared to be better this morning; we can’t have anyone getting crook 

out here. We managed to pack up in the wind which was a bit cool and it blew all day 

unfortunately. It was slow going though and when we were ready Pauline commented that 

we were late today as it was 8.30am. (Departing at 8.20am the two previous days). But as it 

turned out we were later than that. 

This place was on the wish list for Dave and having come all this way Dean reckoned it was 

important to spend a little longer looking for the signatures, especially the one of his friend 

Mick. I accompanied the boys to the escarpment. Dean and Dave were scouring the rock 

face with binoculars at ground level then Dean and David climbed up the slope to the 

exposed rock face and walked in the opposite direction to yesterday. They were ahead of 

me and I followed more slowly with the camera to the flat ledge area at the rock face. I 

walked along systematically scanning the rock as I went and said a quiet prayer for help.  

There were a couple more small ochre drawings and higher up was an interesting coloured 

band of rock in white and purples in the red rock face. As I bought my eyes downwards, 

there right in front of my eyes was the name T Gray 15 Jan 1936 etched into the rock. It was 

faint and much smaller than everyone expected, about an inch or so in height. (Maybe three 

centimetres). Further below and to the right was the slightly bigger and darker engraving of 

M DRISCOLL 1966. Well I couldn’t believe my eyes and gave thanks my prayers were 

answered. I was so excited. I couldn’t see anyone so I yelled out “I found it, I found it”. Dave 

came back from his walk at the base further around the escarpment and when he saw me he 

literally came bounding up the rocky slope. Not easy at 70 years of age. Dean and David 

were exploring a cave further around from me. David commented that he walked straight 

past the spot as he too had admired the coloured rock higher above. There were photos all 

round of course. Unfortunately the one of Dave does not do him justice, but he had just 

bounded up the rock, was a little unwell and I think emotionally overcome. It is interesting to 

note that Mick Olsen, the ExploreOz fellow whose tracks we were following had not found 

the signatures in 2010, but made a cairn at the top of the escarpment. Another ExploreOz 

member, Equinox found them in 2011. 

 

  

The elusive names carved in the sandstone 
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Dave and Kaye at the names on the rock face 
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With our “Mission Accomplished” we returned carefully to the Okas where I got a huge hug 

from Dave for making his dream a reality. I felt I had earned my place in the team today. This 

was an hour very well spent. We got on the road at 9.40am bush bashing back to the faint 

track we had been following to our next destination of Dragon Tree Soak. We could just see 

where the track cut across the swale and went over the next dune. There were plenty more 

east west sand dunes to cross as we headed south. Dean was leading the way this morning 

as with different gearing he goes a little faster than the others. After travelling over ten sand 

dunes we came to a bigger one with a triple head (two dips in between the one big sand 

dune) where we had a great view of the surrounding desert (see below).  

The track turned west now and travelled along the swale between the dunes. It wasn’t long 

however that the track became overgrown with thick scrub and we were bush bashing again, 

while I was trying to help Dean navigate close to the GPS track. It was heavy going and 

reaching a clump of impassable trees at 12.10pm we stopped for lunch and a well earnt 

break, having covered 18kms in 2½ hours. We sat in the shade and chatted over lunch. I 

found my store of rich fruit cake which I shared round.  

 

The track just visible across the swale and more sand dune crossings 
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Finding a way around the scrub 

With no track visible and the swale being thick with scrub Dave took the lead and crossed a 

sand dune to the next swale, where there was less vegetation. It was still slow going just the 

same. We thought crossing another dune and therefore edging closer to Dragon Tree soak 

was an option but no suitable crossing points could be seen. A suitable camp site could not 

be found either so we made one. Pulling up in the lee of a sand dune in our usual U we 

cleared away the spinifex.  Someone dug a hole for the fire and kindling was gathered from 

the dead scrub around us. Dean unloaded some wood from the roof and we were set.  We 

ended up having a great night. I cooked corned silverside in the camp oven simmering on 

the coals and Pauline made another loaf of bread to cook later. While tea was cooking we 

had nibblies and drinks again with Pauline getting out her 1874 Napoleon Brandy which she 

shared with Deano.  

During the preparation of the meal Dave and Pauline had a little squabble about the bread 

making and soon after David and Janet had a little squabble about the vegetables. Janet 

said “Now you and Dean need to have a squabble and it will be three out of three”. Well not 

long after Dean was trying to ‘help’ me cut up the meat. I told him to ‘bugger off’. Janet 

standing next to me said “Aha, three out of three”. That had us girls all bursting into laughter, 

a great moment. Of course the guys had no idea what the eruption was all about. 

A team effort tonight saw us all sitting down to a lovely meal of corned silverside, gravy, 

mustard sauce, potatoes, pumpkin and cabbage. With our wine glasses filled Dave toasted 

“To the Lady of the Day”. He was thrilled to have found the carved names this morning. I 

responded with “To our newfound friends and may the friendships continue”. To finish of the 

meal I served up still warm carrot and walnut cake with cream cheese icing (courtesy of 

White Wings). When the cake came out of the coals Janet had said “Now if you were home 

you would put icing on that,” so she was surprised with the icing. It went down a treat with 

everyone. It was a great finish to a successful day.  
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Kaye preparing the silverside (Photo by Dave) 

 

Pauline and Dean get stuck into the brandy 
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There was also another lovely sunset while the meal preparations were on and I paused for 

a couple of photos. Pauline’s bread was a little slow cooking tonight while we ate tea as 

there weren’t quite enough coals but it still turned out well. The pile of dishes was another 

team effort as I had previously melted my washing up bowl. Janet came to the rescue with a 

large bowl and David had readily available hot water from his fancy heat exchanger.  

Dean got the fire roaring again and we sat around the fire socializing for a while drinking tea 

and Port. It was much colder tonight with the wind still blowing. Coats were even bought out. 

Dave had learnt a little trick of putting a small shovelful of coals under our seats to warm our 

bums. This was most pleasant but only lasted about 15 minutes. A good party trick. 
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Wednesday 6th August  Dinner Camp to Snappy Gum Camp via Dragon Tree Soak 24kms  

It was still very windy this morning and breakfast became a bit of a drama. We have a 

metholated spirit stove which we have found to be a great boon to camping as we don’t have 

to carry gas cylinders and worry about where and when we can get them filled up. We find 

we go through about a litre of metho per week so can safely carry a 4 litre container which 

we can get at any hardware store. The metholated spirit stove wouldn’t light this morning 

and the butane was cold so that stove was slow too. (As a stand by and extra stove we carry 

a butane gas stove as well, which I use at lunchtime). When I did get organised this morning 

I cooked spaghetti for Dean and while he was eating it I found the knobs on the metho stove 

were hot. It was turned off but the flames were still fluttering about underneath. It was very 

strange. I quietly called to Dean “Please get your water jigger”, trying not to make a scene. 

Dave had advised Dean to purchase a two litre pressure water bottle to use as a fire 

extinguisher for possible spinifex fires while crossing the desert. This is what I was talking 

about and we had already used it as a fire extinguisher on this stove after another very 

different incident. (See earlier part of trip). When I showed him the problem he finally got the 

message. He put the fire out again but we couldn’t work out why it was still burning in the 

first place. But possibly the wind and the fumes had something to do with it. By the time he 

sat down again his breakfast was cold. 

  

         An example of how windy it was                      The boys check out the track ahead 

Another herd of five camels had an inquisitive view of us from a distance and wandered off. 

Our objective today was Dragon Tree Soak where as noted there are no roads or tracks to 

access it. The area is surrounded by the Dragon Tree Nature Reserve which is 180 square 

kilometres and contains a number of old lake beds. The soak itself is a swamp area with a 

fresh water spring and bullrushes and dragon trees growing in the surrounding black peat 

soil. Not what you expect in the middle of the desert. 

We got away from camp at 8.45am this morning. As we were a little hemmed in by sand 

dunes it was slow going again, walking and investigating safe places to cross to get back to 

the original track we were following. Once we were over a few more sand dunes we reached 

the boundary of the Nature Reserve. We noted salt pans near the track and even though it 

was fairly dry we were careful to avoid these.  
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Our small Hema GPS had no idea where we were 
 

 
 

The PC screen running Ozi Explorer with the blue arrow showing our position. The thick blue 

line shows the track where we have been and the thin blue line, the route that we are more 

or less following. Each ring is one kilometre. 
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As we drove onward following David it was fairly obvious where the soak was by the six or 

so dragon trees visible. Dragon trees, also called swamp corkwood trees are only found in 

the Pilbara and Kimberley areas of Western Australia and are used as companion trees for 

growing Sandalwood in Kununurra. The bark is corklike and the wood is too soft to be used 

for anything. Two bustard birds flew off as we arrived and getting out of the vehicles a 

cormorant flew away from the water. We had a walk around the area and found it was not as 

big as I expected and was pretty choked with reeds. The ground around the edge looked like 

black mud but I read it is black peat which is why I could walk on it. We found two beach 

areas where the water was murky looking but it is possible it was because of the black peat. 

The photos we saw prior to leaving home were taken at sunset so the soak looked very 

inviting then and it was also a bit deeper. There was a little evidence of camel usage and 

they have a habit of fouling any waterholes with excreta.  Zebra finches were here in large 

numbers flitting about from the branches of scrub. Zebra finches are very common and can 

be found anywhere there is still water and they too would be excreting into the water. 

Perhaps we should have collected some to examine it. We took a few photos including a 

group photo.  

At 11.40am we set off for Elizabeth Soak reported to be nicer, two kilometres further away. 

On investigation, traipsing through the scrub to the dragon trees we could see, and driving 

around the obvious area, the soak appeared to be dried up. There were no birds here either. 

We sat around enjoying lunch and a cuppa expressing our disappointment. We were looking 

forward to camping here with water suitable enough for showers but unfortunately this was 

not the case.  

 

 

David’s map blog showing our route through the dragon tree soak area 
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Scenes at Dragon Tree Soak 
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    Dragon tree - Sesbania formosa flower                                    Dragonfly 

   

Dean under a dragon tree and bark close up in the Elizabeth Soak area 

As we needed to conserve our water we decided to continue on our way rather than camp 

here for the night, another disappointment. Leaving Elizabeth Soak I spotted a centralian 

blue tongue lizard along the track so we stopped to take photos. At 1.30pm we left the soaks   

travelling in a westerly direction. We still did not have any real tracks to follow but we knew 

we were heading in the right direction. We drove over small shrubs travelling between a 

sand dune to the south and a large claypan to the north. Driving over one particular shrub 

produced a lovely minty aroma. We saw a lone camel near the claypan and then spotted our 

first two kangaroos in the Great Sandy Desert. It was much easier travelling now; low scrub 

and grasses, then we came to a large stand of gum trees in a grassy area. I thought these 

were snappy gums and it was a very pretty area beside the sand dune, different from 

anything we’d travelled through so far. As we needed to cross this sand dune, by mutual 

agreement we chose to camp the night among the trees and cross the dune in the morning.  
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Camouflaged Centralian blue tongue lizard and showing off his blue tongue 
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The camp site 

The boys cleared a suitable spot and we settled in. Our emergency water supply was in 

petrol containers on the roof so we put this on the campfire to boil for showers. It was 

heaven to shower and wash our hair a bit later on. Nibblies were shared around tonight, 

Janet had no dry biscuits which I had, but I had no toppings, which Janet had. The boys 

were running out of beer so Dean shared some of his ample supply and we had further 

discussion about tomorrow’s route poring over the survey map. While looking at the map we 

were discussing naming the track we had just travelled over the last few days. Janet came 

up with 3D’s track – Dave, David and Deano. This was met with agreement by all. 

Being busy with everything I forgot about tea and hadn’t taken anything out of the freezer. 

We ended up having honey soy chicken sticks with Continental tomato and onion pasta. 

Pauline heated up some precooked casserole and Janet had steak and vegetables.  As we 

were still inside the boundary of the Dragon Tree Soak Nature Reserve, David made a short 

movie of us sitting by the campfire drinking his mate Serg’s homemade red wine.  
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Thursday 7th August    Snappy Gum Camp to Grevillea Camp     Day 9  23.2kms 

David and Janet had some washing on a line from their Oka tied to a nearby tree where 

some plumed honeyeaters, were visibly upset. These birds are very common and we 

spotted them frequently. On investigation I found a nest in the branches just at head height 

with two chicks in it. On returning from the Oka with the camera they didn’t poke their heads 

out again but I waited patiently trying to get a couple of good photos after David collected 

their washing. 

  

Plumed Honeyeater and chicks in nest 

We had finished packing up first this morning so Dean thinking he was doing the right thing  

wandered off checking out the sand dune for a route across. Unfortunately he didn’t tell 

anyone and we heard him cooee in the distance. Thinking he was hurt we wandered in his 

direction calling out to him as we went. He wasn’t hurt and could hear us talking in the camp 

but he had actually become a little disoriented. So instead of wandering about, he sensibly 

called out to find which clump of trees were we at. This was quite a valuable lesson as he 

was only a hundred yards away, but with scrub and trees obscuring his vision and muffling 

camp sounds.  

Leaving camp at 8.50am following Dave, we found a route over the sand dune into the next 

swale which was also lined with lovely gum trees and grass. A further 4kms driving through 

the grassy swale (not spinifex) we passed out of the reserve as noted on our GPS. A little 

further along we came across the track (cut line) heading south which we were to follow. (A 

couple of days later Dave felt we should have just continued west from here). 
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Heading in this direction we were now back to crossing the east west sand dunes. Deano 

took the lead again and while the track was overgrown we could see it went straight ahead 

and to the cut in the next dune in the distance. As navigator it was my job to keep an eye on 

the track and also the dune cut line ahead as Deano drove. We continued on this way until 

at 10am having only travelled 9kms. Dave, now in the middle had another flat tyre. This 

didn’t take as long to fix as the last one and we continued on. The dunes we traversed were 

all different, some wide, close together or double headers though none appeared a problem. 

At a particular steep one Deano got out to check it first but it proved easier than it looked. 

Another one we got to the top of but it had a wash away on the downhill slope. The 

downside was checked and a suitable path chosen with Dave getting out the axe to clear the 

track. All the vehicles were safely down while I stayed to take photos. Further along, a dune 

looked ‘challenging’ so the boys got out and walked up. Deciding it was okay Deano gunned 

up it and with a bit of a dog leg on the crest we got over quite well and the others followed 

with ease. 

  

Dean directs David on the right track at the top of a dune 

After a few more dunes I chose a lovely site on the side of a dune to stop for lunch. Some 

shady gum trees, probably the first lunch that wasn’t in the shade of the Okas. A most 

welcome stop. We sat in the shade eating strass, cheese and pickle sandwiches and 

enjoying a cup of tea. The boys discussed whether we could do 18kms this afternoon to 

reach a particular claypan campsite but it seemed unlikely to me. 

David took the lead after lunch and we continued south in much the same manner checking 

and crossing dunes and keeping our eyes on the track while communicating on the CB 

radio. David had a bit of a bother on one dune where he was ever so slightly off line. Dave 

followed and went around David while we waited behind for both to be clear of the dune. 
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Unfortunately David had a problem with another dune when he was about ten metres off line 

and was stuck on the top. We saw the track to our left where Deano got out the chainsaw to 

clear the track of scrub. With another rip in Dave’s tyre this morning we were being more 

cautious with obstacles. Dave then drove on through between the two star pickets that 

marked the track. We hung back waiting for David to reverse out before following them 

through the cut. At the base of this dune David checked his vehicle for a caught branch to 

find he actually had a flat front right hand tyre at 1.50pm.  As usual the flat tyre was in the 

direct sun. Janet did her best to shade him with an umbrella but Dave returned with his 

vehicle for a bit of shade. At 2.55pm we were mobile again and following Dave we 

meandered through the scrub over each sand dune. 

  

Shady lunch stop 

  

David’s flat tyre, Janet providing shade 
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We were in the lead again and cresting yet another dune we managed to find the cut 

through. I was on the CB saying “Holy Shit” but I was quick to respond that everything was 

okay; it was just that there was no track to be seen just wall to wall scrub from one side of 

the swale to the other that we had to battle our way through. We battled on over dunes and 

through a couple more swales with Dean even getting out the compass to check bearings to 

the next sand dune crossing. Not seeing a track visible we were surprised when I navigated 

Dean over a particular dune to find we were driving between two star pickets, a sign of the 

cut track. Dean let out an exclamation that I mistook for annoyance but it was for delight, 

though we were confronted with a wall of scrub on the other side. Dave veered around us to 

the right while we reversed up to follow and we slowly navigated through more scrub.  

 
 

Dune to Dune scrub with Deano taking a compass bearing 

It was tough going and at 4pm we called it a day. We had only travelled 4kms in two hours 

since lunch. (Not counting the flat tyre). Finding a sandy flat area in a bit of a clearing we 

formed a triangle tonight with a holly grevillea tree in one corner, hence Holly Grevillea 

Camp. There was also a lovely Yarran Wattle bush in front of our Oka. We had to clear a bit 

of ground in the centre but I wouldn’t let the grevillea tree be chopped down! Even though 

they had been a nuisance for the trip. A hole was dug for the fire while kindling was collected 

and I got a loaf of bread rising, awaiting the coals later. Pauline had made hers in the 

morning and had it in the fridge.  

We sat down to pre dinner drinks and chatting when all the chores were done. We were all 

surprised how much scrub had covered the track in four years. (Actually it was longer than 

that as I later saw some video footage of Mick’s journey and it was much the same).  We 

noted our water was getting low, David was running low on fuel and while fresh veggies 

were running low we had enough to get by. We all had plenty of emergency rations.  
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Grevillea Camp 

Tonight’s tea was pork steaks for us with gravy and vegetables while Janet and David had 

beef stew. Dave and Pauline settled for a simple meal of frankfurts and baked beans, like we 

did last night. We followed up with a chocolate mousse made from a packet I found in the 

supermarket at Kununurra. Handy as it doesn’t need to be kept in the fridge. This was 

supposed to make four servings but there was only two 125ml serves. Perhaps it was 

because I had a hand beater and not an electric one. While we were eating our tea Pauline 

and I had our bread cooking in the coals, white and multi grain and they both turned out very 

well. 

While dishing up tea, I burnt my finger tips on a saucepan lid I had placed back on the stove 

but hadn’t turned the flame off! So I sat eating my tea with my fingers in a bowl of cold water. 

Earlier getting water off the roof rack Dean banged his right side lower ribs into the corner of 

the open kitchen hatch. Not wanting to draw attention he declined ice or strapping but had 

analgesia and just sat quietly. He reassured me he hadn’t broken a rib but was quite sore for 

a few days.  

Sitting around the fire later we continued our various conversations. David and Deano have 

been using a GPS map with a marked track from a previous trip by fellow traveller Mick, and 

have communicated frequently over the journey about track markings, sand dune cut lines 

and so on. David even had satellite images of the sand dunes which I guess are saved from 

Google Earth. Tonight we discussed our different routes home once we reached the Great 

Northern Highway at Sandfire Flat. Dave gave a few pointers on places of interest on the 

west coast then he said “Now if you come to visit us in Perth give me a call and I’ll give you 

the coordinates and which track to cut!”  
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Two different desert cockroaches spotted in camp 

   

Scrumptious looking bread 

 

More camp chatter 
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Friday 8th August  Grevillea Camp to Sunrise Camp       Day 10     19.6kms 

It was a cool morning when we got up at 6am today. We had our usual cereal and toast, but 

with our homemade multigrain bread which was very nice even if I say so myself. We spent 

a little time this morning looking for a lost key but Dave later found it in his jacket pocket. On 

the road, so to speak at 8.30am, we had 22kms to travel to reach the Anna Plains Track 

which would take us west out to the Great Northern Highway. This track was also built in the 

80’s out to a place called Battlement Rocks where Dave had again taken supplies to mining 

camps. It was hoped we would meet this today. After a couple of dune crossings we realized 

this was not going to happen.  

 

Choosing a route through the scrub 

There was no track visible and no obvious cut ahead in the sand dunes. We battled on with 

the GPS map as each swale was now covered in thick scrub. By 9.45am with the help of the 

GPS and compass we crossed one dune at a time and one vehicle at a time with someone 

guiding the lead vehicle, in this case Dave, with a hand held CB radio. We followed the 

vehicles tracks over the scrub bouncing a little but not uncomfortably so, once Dave was at 

the top of the next sand dune. The tracks could easily be lost over the spinifex and scrub so I 

was hanging on to the dash keeping my eyes on the tracks guiding Dean left of right as we 

went. This was very slow going we but felt it was safe. A couple of times we couldn’t see 

Dave in his green Oka on the top of the dune and he produced a mirror which he flashed at 

us. Now we really did feel like Len Beadell. Len would flash a mirror to his bulldozer driver 

who was making the roads he was surveying and the driver just had to head in a straight line 

toward the mirror. All engines were now turned off at these waiting times to conserve fuel. By 

midday we had only travelled 10kms (3½ hours). Finding enough cleared area in the middle 

of a swale we stopped for lunch and a well earned break.  
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It didn’t get much easier 

 

Another kilometre further the track as such, came to a dune with a very steep descent so 

getting out for a walk again another route was chosen. Once over this sand dune the going 

ahead looked a bit better. We had a less arduous drive for a while across a plain with no 

dunes and managed to get back to the original cut line using the GPS which we were able to 

follow for a couple of kilometres. Then at 3.15pm a couple of steep sandy dunes thwarted 

our attempts to make the Anna Plains Track. While the scrub on the track sometimes proved 

a nuisance it also provided traction to help get over some of the sand dunes, but the sand 

here was soft so was a different matter.  
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Our route today was nominally on an existing dead straight cut line but you can see from this 
track plot, our actual track was far from straight as we had to circumnavigate overgrown sections 
and difficult sand dunes. (From David’s blog). 
 

 
 

Deano and Dave examine one of those difficult sand dunes 
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First Deano then Dave and then David failed to get over this particular dune. We had to 

weave around the scrub and a couple of dried up pools or claypans to find a suitable 

crossing. We arrived in the sandy swale of a double dune at 4.30pm and decided to call it a 

day. We were three or four kilometres from the Anna Plains Track but it could still take 

another hour. According to Pauline we had crossed 34 dunes today. This spot was sheltered 

and cosy. There was sparse vegetation so only a small amount of clearing was required. 

The fire was organised as it was Janet’s turn to cook bread tonight only she realised she had 

gluten free bread mix which cooked up okay but I don’t think it tasted much good.  

 

 

So close, but we didn’t make it 

  

Chores and ablutions 
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Once we had sat down for pre-dinner drinks I didn’t feel like getting up again! Dean had his 

first beer which didn’t even hit the sides so he had a couple more! Tea tonight consisted of 

chicken and corn soup followed by steak and salad. The others had stew. And we all had our 

usual varieties of wine.  

We also organised hot water for showers and we used Dave’s again, saves setting both up. 

Our showers were petrol smelling water using about two litres each but it was lovely, a nice 

change from a shared bowl of water. Cheeky Dean even snuck up for a photo. It is amazing 

how little water you can get away with. The shower was very refreshing after a long hot day. 

We had stopped frequently and were in and out of the vehicles and walking along the track 

and up and down dunes all day.  

 

A very similar camp, and below, I just capture the red sun setting 
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Saturday 9th August  Sunrise Camp to Mishap Camp  Day 11  39kms 

A beautiful pink sunrise greeted us this morning at 6am and I got up in my knickers and T-

shirt and with camera in hand I found David standing in his doorway taking photos too. 

Pauline was also peeking out of her bunk window. It was a pleasant morning with overcast 

skies. It was an early start today as we left camp at 8.05am.  

 

Sunrise 

 

We are going that way 
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We were doing more dune checking on foot this morning as we found routes over the 

haphazard sand dunes. Dave was leading the way and after 11 dune crossings we came to 

the Anna Plains Track heading east west, that wasn’t exactly visible either. With Dave and 

David in the swale, there was some discussion via CB radio whether we had another sand 

dune to cross. With us still on the crest of a sand dune Dean got out his binoculars looking 

up and down the swale. He was able to confirm there were no more dunes to cross as he 

could see the burnt out Landrover to the east, which we knew was there and communicated 

this back to the others. There were also disagreements about who found the track, but I 

would say Dean was really the one who confirmed it. Everyone was happy to check out the 

Landrover and Dave drove the four or five hundred metres but David was conserving fuel 

and walked even though it was pretty warm. Janet gave up and went back to her Oka. We 

sallied down the dune and drove along the track to meet them.  

The story goes - In 2007, two professional prospectors planned to drive into the Great Sandy 

Desert east of Sandfire, their vehicle of choice being a rebuilt Series Two Landrover . For 

two and a half days they “bush bashed” along a very overgrown Anna Plains Track. At 60km 

intervals they dropped water in case they had to walk out. At 11 o'clock they had a tea break 

then started east again. After a further 5km, accumulated seeds and brush under the vehicle 

caught fire. The fire took hold and set fire to the surrounding scrub and rapidly started to 

consume the vehicle and trailer. From the burning vehicle they recovered the satphone and 

used this to contact authorities. A rescue by helicopter was made some 65 hours later due to 

the logistics in getting a helicopter to such an isolated location. The wreck now sits forlornly 

by the Anna Plains Track facing east. The bush and sand are slowly claiming the vehicle and 

its damaged contents. It remains a sad reminder of the dangers of travel in these wild and 

remote places. (ExploreOz – internet site). 

 

Give me ten minutes and I’ll have it going 
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The vehicle was indeed a rusting relic and Dean, being a Landrover fanatic had to examine 

everything. He had a Series Two Landrover when we first met and we drove it to Cape York 

in 1979, the first of our big outback travels. Of course the current Cape York Track is nothing 

like it was in 1979. The boys examined under the bonnet as well and Dean discovered the 

colourful tail of a reptile in the radiator, being sure it was a lizard and not a snake. David later 

identified this as a ridge tailed monitor also known as a spiny tailed monitor. The trailer had a 

motor bike which was burnt out as well. Dean was rather fascinated by jars of something in 

the trailer but we had no idea what they could be. After taking the required photos we 

continued on our way heading west along the Anna Plains Track. Just past the track we had 

entered the swale on, Dave noted the muffler beside the track and determined that was 

possibly the cause of the fire with nothing to filter the engine’s exhaust. Once home Dean 

put a photo on the Landrover Forum in the internet in a category called ‘Spotted a 

Landrover.’ 

    

             The burnt out motor bike                             Deano says you should have an Oka 

  

The ridge tailed monitor inside the radiator cap and a ridge tailed monitor from Field 

Herpetologists Forum internet site 

We were now 198kms from the Great Northern Highway where our desert journey would end 

and we would all go our separate ways. The track appeared to be pretty good and we 

moseyed comfortably along and were glad there were no more dune crossings. Actually the 

dunes weren’t so bad when we had a good crossing; it was the bush covered swales in 

between that were the problem. Unfortunately our joy was short lived. This is a very old track 
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and unused this far into the desert. When a road is graded it is below the level of the 

surrounding plain. Wind blows seeds into the area and these get swept to the sides and the 

vegetation grows aided by the rainwater that accumulates at a lower level. When fire comes 

along, started by lightning, as evidenced on many occasions the burnt trees, grevillea and 

acacia that line the road then fall across the road and is what we have been clearing. Now 

the road here had profuse growth and we were bush bashing either side of the plotted track. 

It was becoming warm and muggy today.  Further ahead the track became clearer for a 

while where it had a gravel surface.  

 

Anna Plains Track 

 

Dave who was in the lead pulled up just after midday to check his truck so we stopped for 

lunch again sitting in the shade of the Oka. Here we spotted two wedge tailed eagles which 

were the first birds of prey we had seen since entering the desert. Then while we were 

having lunch a small flock of wood swallows flew by and hovered above us checking us out. 

It would have made a lovely photo. Travelling on further we found a proper survey marker 

and continued on where the scrub increased again. Dave went around a few trees and Dean 
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unwisely tried to keep going through but had to reverse back, with the branches ripping the 

already damaged panel from the left side of the Oka. So it was out with the drills and screws 

to secure it back in place. Trying to keep to the track we had to continually deviate around 

the scrub and trees and we picked up the tyre tracks from other vehicles, but being smaller 

they could go through bushes we couldn’t. We were behind Dave with David in the rear and 

as we have found out it is tiring taking the lead, so Dean offered to take over from Dave 

when a suitable spot was found. 

   

Panel damage and repair job 

Dave was ambling nicely along on the side of the track rolling over the spinifex clumps when 

he stopped. He got out of the vehicle and walked towards the back. Watching him, I quickly 

picked up the body language and guessed the words exploding forthwith. This was only forty 

five minutes after our minor incident. Getting out to investigate Dean reported that Dave had 

not one but two flat tyres on the right hand side. The bead had not broken on the front tyre 

so Dean tried pumping it up hoping for a hole that could be plugged but finding a large hole 

on the inside it would need changing. The back tyre had the bead broken and needed 

changing too, again with a large hole. Of course they were on the side of the hot sun. Dean 

moved our Oka forward to provide shade and with the usual team effort the tyres were 

changed. With Dave having damaged two tyres already we put on one of David’s tyres and 

one of ours even though ours are slightly larger. Pauline was a little distressed and I found 

her one of our little stools and sat her in the shade with a cold drink. 

 

  

More repair jobs 
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Two hours later at 4pm with Dean leading we were mobile again. Following the track 

westward it remained overgrown but we made our way through. The vegetation now 

extended to curly barked mulga which was thicker and stronger than some of the stuff we 

had been driving through. Large clumps of tall spinifex also surrounded us. By 4.45pm the 

scrub was thicker and with the sinking sun blinding us visibility was terrible. We were 

stopped in our tracks by a wall of impenetrable scrub. Looking to the sand dune to our right 

we were desperate for a cleared spot to camp. My prayers hadn’t been going too well at all 

today. The “Big Bloke” must be busy.  

The boys walked over to our right and decided they would be able to clear an adequate site 

for a camp. It was not up to our usual standard but tonight nobody cared. We drove the Okas 

over the scrub with a little cleared area each and everyone got out the shovels to clear a 

communal area. Deano’s ribs were still very sore but he was uncomplaining. There were lots 

of pretty mauve cotton bush in this area among the spinifex. With tables and chairs set up 

every one sat down for a much needed drink or two before the rest of the chores. To say 

Dave was very disappointed with his misfortune with his tyres was an understatement. He 

had ruined four tyres on the trip, a Michelin, a Hancook and two Toyos. With the surrounding 

scrub, there was no campfire to cheer him up either. A campfire always adds a pleasant 

atmosphere to the camp.  

There were many discussions on tyres and driving skills with no one coming up with a 

reason for Dave getting all the flats. He was travelling at the rear for one, in the middle for 

the second and in the front for the last two, driving over spinifex. Though the problem is, 

driving over this type of terrain you have no idea a tyre is going flat with possibly a small hole 

but continuing to drive the tyre goes right down and splits it. David had tyres of a similar type 

to Dave, 285 70R 19.5 and we had 305 70R 19.5, a slightly bigger tyre which Deano thinks 

must be stronger as we had no flat tyres. Dean has decided a tyre pressure management 

system would be a good investment for these types of trips. This detects a decrease in tyre 

pressures and sounds an alarm and would therefore prevent the tyre going completely flat 

and being ruined. It would pay for itself with the first flat tyre.  

The roast lamb I was planning to have tonight as a celebration for reaching the Anna Plains 

Track was put off for a more convenient night. We had 186kms left to reach the Great 

Northern Highway and had hoped to do more than 40kms a day. 

We all had a reasonable meal which was washed down with ‘chateau cardboard’ and later I 

got out a bottle of Galway Pipe Port which we all enjoyed after our trying day. I actually 

stayed up a bit later tonight and further chatter around the table resulted in a few humorous 

anecdotes after the consumption of almost the whole bottle of port. 
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Sunday 10th August  Mishap Camp to Celebration Camp Day 12     59kms 

We were up at 6.30am to clear skies and warm sunshine. Dave started the day spending an 

hour and a half by trying to replace a spare tyre on a rim moving from the warm sun to the 

shade. Even with help this proved unsuccessful so it was decided to leave it until it was 

needed and get back on the track. In the meantime Dean drained his empty fuel tank of 10 

litres of diesel and put it in a jerry can for emergencies as we still had a full tank, getting 

better fuel consumption than the others. David transferred fuel from an auxiliary tank to his 

main tank. After a bit of cleaning up we got on the track at 9.30am.  

   

                    Trying to refit the tyre                                Avella angulata or stick spider 

   

               Trying to be arty farty  David collecting water to wash the windscreens  

Now our vision was better we found a way around the obstacles. We were able to follow the 

track for most of the way but occasionally it needed a bit of clearance. Going bush uses 

more fuel but we just have to take it as it comes. There was an expanse of acacia and 

yarran wattle that is soft and flexible to drive through, but the curly leafed mulga is tougher 

and scratches the vehicles. This was a bit rough to drive through and a broken windscreen 

was feared as a possible mishap. Pulling up by a salty dam just after 11am we examined our 

vehicles as we do at just about every stop. Dave discovered an access panel had been 

ripped off the side and had been lost. He repaired this with some metal he had been using 

as a jack rest. In the meantime we checked out the waterhole, probably a bulldozer scrape 

during the road making. It had been fouled by camels but thought it would be useful to clean 

the windscreens. David pulled out a bucket of water but it dried almost as soon as it was 

thrown on the windscreens and made more mess. Somehow they were cleaned properly.  
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Chequered swallowtail butterflies at the waterhole 

    

                 The track ahead                                               Clay pan and camel prints 

By the waterhole there were a dozen or so yellow and black butterflies flitting about on the 

damp water’s edge. We had seen these from time to time throughout the desert but here I 

was able to photograph them. I later identified them as Chequered swallowtail butterflies. 

Zebra finches and wood swallows were also darting about and a little further ahead a falcon 

darted out from the scrub. We enjoyed an early lunch while here and got back on the track at 

12.20pm. Claypans began to dot the track and several had a little salty water in them. The 

track condition continually changed and was now covered with scrubby metre high bushes 

that we could drive over. We could still see the tracks of other vehicles and we had been 

following these when they went off the track and were a useful marker. 

Further along we passed more dams and Dave informed us this was the abandoned Munro 

Station. An airstrip was over one of the sand dunes and the track to it could not be seen, 

long ago grown over I guess, as probably is the airstrip. Forty four gallon fuel drums were 

scattered along the track, a remnant from the exploration or grading days. Dave drove this 

track delivering supplies around 1988, and recalled the grader driver’s name of Colin Beatie. 

This was because we were slinging off at the condition of the track. 

By 3pm we were looking for a campsite and at 3.30pm Dean spied a pindan (hard red soil) 

clearing which was probably the remains of a road camp. It was still a bit breezy but we set 

up and got the fire going while we had our usual pre dinner drinks. Tonight we had enough 

time to organise our celebratory meal so with a team effort we got on with it, roasting lamb in 

the Bedourie camp oven and vegetables in foil in the coals. Pauline’s bread went in next to 
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the lamb. The fire coals did not appear to be hot enough as we used the scrappy wood that 

was around us, but we were amazed how well everything turned out. Water was put on the 

boil for showers as well. So there you go we had everything. While getting all this organised 

we witnessed one of those special moments when the sun was setting in the west, and the 

full moon was rising in the east, both at a similar level from the horizon. I don’t think this 

happens very frequently and the last time I remember it being noted was when we were at 

Mt. Hart Station in the Kimberley in 2010. It probably happens more frequently but living in 

suburbia and country areas we wouldn’t see both occurrences. Here in the desert where you 

can see from horizon to horizon you notice these little things. While I photographed both 

events, a movie would be better to capture the moment. By the time I got the camera, the 

sun had set further and the moon had risen a little. I believe tonight it was actually a ‘super 

moon’ when the moon looks bigger as it is closer to the earth on its elliptical orbit. 

   

The moonrise and sunset 

We sat down to a beautiful meal of roast lamb, gravy and mint sauce, (the mint sauce 

pleasing David no end) roast potatoes, pumpkin, cabbage and peas. We toasted our 

success with two bottles of Grande Burge Pinot Noir sparkling wine. We topped off the meal 

with apple coconut sponge and custard and a bottle of De Borteli Botrytis Semillon desert 

wine. The fire was built up with scraps of wood and we all had a wonderful night reliving 

some interesting moments and wondering what adventures will be next on the agenda. 

  

                       Pre dinner drinks                                                    After dinner antics 
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Monday 11th August  Celebration Camp to Sandfire Flat  Day 12  136kms. 

As usual we were awake with the sunshine. David was up early fixing the compressor belt 

that had fallen off yesterday. We were all packed up after finishing the last of our cereal and 

bread. It was noted we were also now out of firewood as Dean had pulled the rope start out 

of the chainsaw the other day so it needs repairing. Dave broke his axe as well so that is 

why we had a pretty scrappy fire last night. Wandering around camp after packing up I found 

some more plants and a tall white plumed grevillea that was in flower. We had seen a couple 

of these that were just beginning to flower and were still green. 

Deano took the lead this morning as it appears we have the stronger tyres and we have 

more fuel. The track was a little easier this morning as we weaved through different terrain 

including rocky outcrops. After about 10kms Dean said “Is it just my imagination or is the 

track improving?” No sooner had he spoken the words we had to weave left and right of the 

overgrown track still following the tyre marks of the previous travellers. A further 10kms the 

track became clear and straight. At a vehicle check point and probably a pit stop, I 

discovered an interesting plant I had not seen before. I only saw five of six bushes. There 

were tall stems that had two leaves coming directly out of the stem and above these were a 

clump of five pointed green flowers with a yellow centrepiece. Unfortunately my photo is not 

very good but you can get an idea. I have not been able to identify it as yet. Along the trip I 

had picked a few flowers to press but this one was not one that I could press. 

 

     

White plumed grevillea – Grevillea leucopteris                        Unknown plant 
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The track gets better through rocky outcrops 

 

We divert in an arc around the green tree belt 

 

The tyre tracks of previous travellers beside the overgrown original track 
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By 10.30am we had travelled 30kms so we were feeling happier about our progress. Then 

the track became quite overgrown again and we had to divert. There were vehicle tracks 

going both sides and we ended up taking the ones that skirted south quite wide around the 

thick expanse of scrub, over to the side of the swale close to the sand dune. I almost felt 

they were going out of the way but they did end up back near the original track. Dean noted 

at midday we had travelled 600kms in eleven days (midday to midday) from the start of the 

trek. We stopped and had the usual lunch and a cup of tea which for me is always welcome, 

sitting on our stools in the shade of the Oka. 

Back on the track again at 1pm we continued to travel on the previous tracks which weaved 

back and forward across the original track or on the track through the overhanging scrub 

depending on the amount of overgrown vegetation. Coming to a spinifex plain the track 

improved again a further 8kms from our lunch stop so this made the going much easier. And 

by 2.30pm we were at the station boundary where the track became 2WD. Here we stopped 

to re-inflate the tyres and continued towards the Great Northern Highway and the bitumen. 

As we crossed the Old Telegraph Road we stopped to take a group photo with our Okas as 

our desert crossing came to an end with a mixture of feelings. 

   

                                Spinifex Plain                                                     Reinflating Tyres 

 

    

 

Anna Plains Station Track lined with acacia                     Brahman cross cattle 
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End of the Desert Crossing 

We were a tired dusty group with scratched legs, arms and hands but we were very happy. 
Our vehicles were scratched and battered as well but we all had a great tale to tell. Now we 
were on Anna Plains Station where bores and cattle were seen. Travelling on a better road 
at greater speed we reached the Great Northern Highway at 4pm. Our first sighting of 
another human and vehicle was a road train as it zipped past us on the highway.  

From here it was a straight forward run south along 20kms of bitumen to the Sandfire Flat 
Roadhouse, where we booked in for the night.  

 

Bitumen at last, Great Northern Highway. Still very desolate looking country 

The meal was very pleasant, Dean and I both had grilled fish, Dave, Pauline and Janet had 
fried fish, while David had chicken schnitzel all served with chips and salad. Dean bought the 
only bottle of cold wine. Hardys’ Regional Range Sauvignon Blanc. The one litre bottle was 
only $20 which was shared and was very nice.  
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The ‘last supper’ (just small meals) with wine on ice before we went our own separate ways. 

It was interesting that the menu only said wine, $20 a bottle, $5 per glass, not red or white or 
what variety. We had a very pleasant night and had a photo taken of us at ‘The Last Supper’ 
as David and Janet were venturing north towards Broome and on to Darwin, Dave and 
Pauline. were heading South to Perth via an inland route and we were heading to the coast 
and Ningaloo Reef. 

 

 

The sun sets on an unforgettable trip 
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Wednesday & Thursday 13th &.14th August Sandfire Flat   Lay Days 

The camp kitchen was useful for breakfast as the wind was blowing a gale. Perhaps not a 
gale but was annoying. Dean had to get on with some vehicle maintenance today so he 
checked the vehicle and greased the necessary components, cleaned the air filter of dust 
and the radiator of the dust, leaves, twigs and blossom that had collected from driving over 
and through the vegetation. He also gently brushed the surface dust off the radiator being 
careful not to damage the fins. We did more cleaning, getting dust and scraps of vegetation 
out of the front of the Oka. All fairly time consuming stuff.  

 

  

Camp at Sandfire Flat near the Mango trees 

 

.   

The old tyre showing the split in the side wall and Dave replacing the tyre 
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Cleaning the air filters, Dave just started and Dean just finishing 

  

About to clean the mesh, grille and radiator, note the wattle blossoms 

 

 

We spent three nights at Sandfire Flats roadhouse doing maintenance whilst waiting for a 
couple of spare tyres to arrive for Dave’s Oka. Normally considered a pretty remote and 
desolate spot it was an oasis for us with its hot showers and facilities which were much 
appreciated. 
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Photos below show a few varieties of wildflowers seen in the desert. There are over 1,000 
varieties of Acacia in Australia and it is nearly impossible to identify them all and many look 
similar. Over the page are two more varieties of which the long flower is the Yarran Bush. 
Grevillea varieties also number 360 but I have managed to identify the ones seen. Also is a 
photo of the purple bush that was very prolific in the Great Sandy Desert. 

 

   

Silver leaved grevillea – Grevillea nematophylla        Holly Grevillea – Grevillia wickhamii 

  
 
                            Cotton bush                                        A variety of acacia 
 

  
 
                                                          Unidentified 
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Postscript 

What an amazing trip this was. Even with the flat tyres which was a costly exercise, the 
vehicles otherwise stood up to the demands of the desert. The planning and foresight 
paid off. And the proof that patience is rewarded also came to the fore on several 
occasions. 

During the desert journey we collected a piece of dead desert walnut tree for a friend’s dad 

to use for his wood turning. Bob is now blind and belongs to a group of wood turners who 

now help him with his work. He made a lovely key rack for us from the walnut tree. Last year 

he got a friend to make a beautiful pen from some desert oak we had collected for him. This 

was a wonderful surprise.  

There many varieties of wildflowers scattered around adding colour to the desert. Not being 

a gardener I appreciate it all growing wild. Wildlife was scarce but we did see a few small 

varieties of insects and spiders. You just had to be on the lookout for them. I have 

photographed and displayed a few of these. And the few birds seen were mostly near water. 

We did visit Dave and Pauline inviting ourselves for lunch a couple of weeks later after 
we had spent a few days in Perth with another long time friend. We only needed the 
GPS to get safely there and had a wonderful afternoon reminiscing. David and Janet 
were still away when we passed through Adelaide so we were unable to visit them.  

I have relived many moments of the desert crossing looking at the photos and writing 
up the journal. Thanks must go to Dave and Pauline and David and Janet for  inviting us 
along and offering us so much friendliness and reassurance along the way. Deano 
spent months preparing our vehicle and making things as good as he could get them 
and this paid off big time. We have also to thank good friend Oka Pete for loaning us a 
set of wheels and tyres after Dean went through the unprecedented drama of selling 
the good but very heavy ones we had and replacing them with alloys and all terrain 
tyres which he didn’t consider suitable for a journey of this kind.  

Any trip we do in the future will pale in significance to this feat but we will endeavour to 
keep on the outback tracks so long as we are still able to travel on them, that is. We 
need to gain permits to travel over the aboriginal lands that they are claiming more and 
more of. To quote John Williamsons song, “We all have a right to light a campfire on 
the road.” 

I had better thank Deano for all his hard work getting the Oka up to scratch and for 
proof reading this journal and adding his technical information. On the homeward run 
from our holidays each year we usually discuss the following year’s possible adventure. 
We are hoping to travel the old Gunbarrel Highway just near the SA/NT border, along a 
track now called the Giles - Mulga Park Road then on to Giles to meet up with another 
group of Okas doing further outback travel across to Halls Creek. Coming home from 
there will depend on the time available as I will only have about 6 weeks available next 
year.  
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The Great Sandy Desert (Photo by Dave) 
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Appendix 1 Tommy Gray Article titled Stark Echo of Early Days from the West Australian  

Most authors dread the idea that their literary labours will be stillborn for lack of a 
readership. Sales are a good indicator indeed. But we also appreciate more distant 
echoes from readers - letters, emails, postcards - reacting to their encounter with a 
book some way from its publication. I have had my share of such communications over 
the years. But the echo I received recently was most unexpected indeed. It came 
unsolicited from the Great Sandy Desert in WA's wild Pilbara outback.  

Seventeen years ago I wrote the biography of Tom Gray, a highly regarded Aboriginal 
identity in both the Pilbara and the Kimberley regions during the 1930s. He was a 
relatively affluent man for the times, a skilled horse breaker in high demand, a 
racehorse owner, among the last of the blade shearers, a poet, and head stockman of 
Anna Plains Station. He was killed in 1941 fighting pro-nazi elements of the French 
Foreign Legion during the Australian invasion of Syria. 

Titled, Icon of the North: The Legend of Tom Gray, the volume was a beautifully 
produced limited edition, published in hardback. 

I set out to retrieve as much of Tom's story as was possible. With a travel grant from 
the WA History Foundation at Murdoch University, part of my research took me to the 
Pilbara to retrace his footsteps. I also travelled to the backblocks of the region in 
another way - through the files of what was then the WA Police Force. In particular, a 
file on the death of Daniel O'Brien, a dogger or dingo hunter, who was murdered by 
nomadic Aboriginals in November 1935 in the Great Sandy Desert.  

When news of O'Brien's death reached Anna Plains Station, the police in Broome were 
alerted and a patrol organised. As it turned out, it took two patrols - one using camels 
and mules, the other a motor vehicle - hundreds of kilometres out into the torrid desert 
to find witnesses and apprehend the murderer. Tom played a key role in it all. The 
culprit, Wogara, was captured by Tom near the McLarty Hills. In the event, no charges 
were laid over the killing. Having pieced together the whole story, the Commissioner in 
Perth, the Crown Prosecutor, and other senior police were convinced it was justifiable 
homicide. Wogara and the witnesses were released, reprovisioned, and sent home.  

The echo to my book in all this? Last week the accompanying image was sent to me by 
a Melbourne-based office worker, Michael Olsen. He travels and explores the far 
northern outback of WA and the Top End as a hobby and became aware of my work on 
Tom's life. He thought I might like the photo. The inscription reads: "T. Gray 15 Jan, 
1936". It is etched on a cliff face of the McLarty Hills, the location of Wogara's camp. 
Clearly, this dates back to the patrol to find O'Brien's murderer. Tom left his calling 
card. And 76 years later his biographer now has a copy of it. Thank you Mr Olsen. 

Today, a traveller wouldn't engrave their name on a pristine rock face in the desert. A 
perfect digital camera image would be the evidence that we had visited this wild and 
beautiful Pilbara site. But Tom didn't have that luxury. If you are ever exploring the 
Pilbara backblocks, check out the McLarty Hills. Google Earth should give you the co-
ordinates. You'll be walking in the footsteps of a folk legend of WA's north and in a 
locale that was once the site of dramatic events. 

·Rod Moran's book, Icon of the North: The Legend of Tom Gray, was published in 
1995. It is still available at websites specialising in rare and collectable books.  
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This article was published in Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 14, (MUP), 
1996 

Gray, Thomas (Tom) (1905–1941) 

by Rod Moran 

Thomas (Tom) Gray (1905-1941), stockman, soldier and poet, was born on 14 April 1905 at 
Onslow, Western Australia, third of seven children of Richard Vickers, also known as Gray, a 
White, Australian-born labourer, teamster and horse-breaker, and his Aboriginal wife Ida, 
née Harris. After Richard died in 1913, Ida married Ted Payne. In the 1920s members of her 
family lobbied State politicians for citizenship rights for part-Aborigines. Ida instilled in her 
children the view that education was the path to social emancipation for Black Australians. 
Educated at Onslow State School, Tom developed a love of poetry and proved to be a fine 
athlete. 

Finding work as a drover, stock-handler and bushman, Gray learned to recite more than one 
hundred poems and composed his own verse in the saddle. He often inscribed his lines on 
the blades of disused windmills and jotted them on the sides of water tanks for passers-by to 
read. The only piece ever published, 'Crosses', was to appear in the A.I.F. News (Cairo, 13 
September 1941) after his death. By the mid-1930s Gray was employed as senior stockman 
at Anna Plains station. A respected racehorse-trainer, he won the Port Hedland and Marble 
Bar cups on several occasions. In addition, he owned thirty stockhorses and was in demand 
throughout the region for his droving skills. His gentle and patient techniques as a horse-
breaker were unorthodox but effective; one of his friends noted that the quicker, harsher 
methods of other breakers produced animals with mouths like mules and temperaments to 
match. 

For an Aboriginal Australian of the time, Gray was relatively affluent. Most Aborigines only 
entered the homes of Whites as domestic servants, yet he was a welcome dinner-guest from 
Port Hedland to Derby, appreciated for his generosity of spirit, sense of humour and 
philosophical bent. He lived with Yarni at Anna Plains, and had a son Donald and a daughter 
Winnie; with Josie Roe from Broome, he had a son Tom. 

In 1935 Gray was hired to accompany a party of police which trekked some 3000 miles 
(4828 km) through inhospitable country pursuing those who had murdered a dogger Daniel 
O'Brien in the Great Sandy Desert. Gray acted as quartermaster, tracker, stock-handler, 
pathfinder and—in concert with the police blacktrackers—intermediary between the 
policemen and nomadic Aborigines. He was also instrumental in the arrest of one of the 
killers. 

On 10 August 1940 Gray enlisted in the Australian Imperial Force. Having trained at 
Northam, he sailed for the Middle East in April 1941 as a reinforcement for the 2nd/16th 
Battalion. Comrades in camp and the troop-ship recalled that he recited poetry, including A. 
B. Paterson's 'The Man From Snowy River' and Rudyard Kipling's 'If—', and remembered his 
exploits at two-up. He joined the battalion on 16 June in Syria. In his short time with the unit 
he became 'quite the most loved man among us'. 

Following fierce fighting against Vichy French forces around Damour, Lebanon, Gray was 
leading prisoners back to his lines on 6 July 1941 when he was killed by fire from a machine-
gun post. He was buried in the Beirut 1939-1945 war cemetery. 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/about-us/
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biographies/author/?author=2632
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/paterson-andrew-barton-banjo-7972
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/paterson-andrew-barton-banjo-7972
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Appendix 2 Swamp Corkwood, White Dragon Tree, dragon-flower tree, water tree 

Distribution:  
It is found in the Pilbara and Kimberley areas of Western Australia and eastwards to Arnhem 
Land in the Northern Territory. There is a small isolated occurrence on Cape York Peninsula, 
Queensland. The latitudinal range is 13-23o S and the altitudinal range is from near sea level 
to 550 m. (QLD, NT, WA) 

Features:  

A very fast-growing, nitrogen-fixing, small tree, usually 8-12 m tall but sometimes to 20 m, 

with few, more or less upright branches. The bark is pale grey, furrowed and corky. Young 

twigs are finely hairy. Leaves are pinnate, 15-40 cm long with 5-20 or more pairs of leaflets. 

The pea-shaped, white or yellowish-white flowers are 7-12 cm long and form clusters of 2-7 

flowers. The pods are narrow and curved, 40-60 cm long and pointed at both ends. 

Flowering is in May - June and the pods mature August - September. The seeds are bean-

like, smooth, shining and dark brown. There are about 31 000 viable seeds per kilogram. 

Germination may be improved by briefly immersing the seeds in boiling water. 

Ecology/Way of Life:  

This species occurs in the hot arid, hot semi-arid, hot sub-humid and hot humid zones. The 

area is frost-free. The mean annual rainfall is 230-1570 mm with a strong summer maximum. 

The rainfall data do not provide a good indication of water availability as this species 

frequently occurs along river banks, in depressions or where a high groundwater table 

exists. It grows mainly on alluvial plains where the soils range from deep sands to heavy, 

black, alkaline clays. This species tolerates saline and waterlogged conditions. It is a 

component of open-woodland, open-forest or closed-forest, commonly associated with 

Eucalyptus camaldulensis, Melaleuca leucadendra, Pandanus aquatica and Terminalia 

platyphylla. 

 

Interaction with Humans/Threats:  

The wood is white, soft, light and non-durable and is little used. The leaves have good 

potential as stock fodder. The tree has been used as a fast-growing, short-term plant in 

amenity and horticultural planting, for example as a nurse crop for mangoes and as 

secondary host for sandalwood. It makes an attractive ornamental for gardens and is useful 

for mixed shelterbelts, soil stabilisation, land rehabilitation and as a green manure. The 

flowers can be eaten raw or cooked. Australian Aboriginals used an infusion from the inner 

bark for treating sores and general illness. It has the potential to become a weed under 

certain conditions. 

 

Other Comments:  

Sesbania formosa was named in 1965 by Nancy T. Burbidge, Curator of Herbarium 

Australiense in Canberra. The genus is based on Arabic  

From Sesbania Formosa on the interent. 
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Statistics   

 
Kilometres travelled       689kms 
 
Fuel used        230litres 
 
Fuel economy  overall       3kms/litre 
 
 
Expenses 
 
Fuel         $338 
 
Grog         $180 
 
Camping fees   3 nights at Sandfire Flat    $60 
 
Dining out Meals  3 nights at Sandfire Flat   $150 

Sundries         $24 

 

There’s a track there somewhere - Great Sandy Desert (photo by Dave) 
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David and Janet and Oka 148 
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Deano and Kaye and Oka 413 
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Dave and Pauline and Oka 137
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Appendix 3  Mick Driscoll  Dave’s added information 

Hi Kaye, 

Trust you and Dean are well plus the family of course,. I will give you my recollections of 

Mick as we knew him but most of what I know of Micks journey through the GSD was related 

to me by other people so there may be some inaccuracies. 

I first met Mick in 1970 when I was flown to Derby in my job as one of good old British 

Leyland Truck Australia’s travelling mechanics to do some work on a couple of trucks 

belonging to a gentleman by the name of Bob Skuthorpe, Bob subsequently became a good 

friend and also my boss as I went back a year later to work for him and then later I took the 

business over from him (that’s another story). 

 Mick when I first met him worked for the company next door called Thistle Transport 

(belonged to a Scotsman by the name of Jock Pontin) as a bulldozer operator working 

mainly on contract to the Derby Main Roads division in the Kimberley, I believe I was 

introduced to him when he came in from the bush on a break and it was in the back bar of 

the Spinifex hotel , he was very quite spoken man extremely fit looking raw-boned would be 

a good way to describe him and used to sweat profusely but that didn’t worry him and his 

passion was prospecting for gold his primary goal Lasseter’s Reef. 

Over a period of years I had some contact with Mick and eventually after I sold our business 

and  after a couple of years on cattle trains i was offered a job with Clan Contracting which 

was originally Thistle Transport which had a new owner but Mick was part of the furniture 

and was operating a new Cat D7 complete with A/C cab and I used to see him a lot more 

often as I did a lot of the low loader  work and shifted his dozer quite a bit , Mick did mainly 

gravel pit work the other 6 dozers were mainly cutting seismic line, the ones we travelled on 

and the last time the APT was cleaned up was done by our men. 

In one of our sessions at the Spini garden bar it came up about Micks walk in from 

somewhere near Joanna Springs and he told me he was most upset with the publicity he 

received quoted as being “lost in the desert” he said" quote I didn’t know whether I was 

going to survive but at no time was I lost" .He didn’t tell me to much about his companions 

but I understood he had a dog with him and the dog got lame and Mick left it with his Hat full 

of water under a bush and walked on then a day later walked back because his conscience 

was pricking him but the dog was gone, in his memoirs he states differently. 

He entered the desert in the same area as us there was little exploration in there at that time 

so he would have been fighting the terrain from the time he left station country, his aboriginal 

companions were I assume familiar with that country and were there to take Mick to the 

rocky outcrops and any water supplies in his search for a sign of gold. He wouldn’t have had 

anything in the way of maps maybe a compass but I doubt that as he would have put his 

faith in his native companions and the sun tells you which way to go. 

I never knew until recently that a clutch failure had caused the walk but that fact came to 

light from Joe Baz (Oka owner) who Mick apparently worked for in later years after he 
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moved to Halls Creek, we had moved back to Perth by this time, so he may be able to give 

you more detail than I can.  

I thought I might find the old Landy in the Joanna Springs area if I went back to the Pegasus 

exploration Wildcat hole drilled by Amaco in 1988 and which I did some of the supply work 

from Sandfire into there 2 or 3 times a week, (Joanna is about 15ks as the crow flies from 

the well site). But now you have seen the terrain and the vegetation growth if it’s buried in 

one of those Grevillea thickets you could drive within a metre of it and not see it so it would 

be pure chance to find it. 

In 2009 Mick O of ExplorOz went into Pegasus and onto Joanna and I had a little input into 

that trip and also his trip to the DTS in 2010, he kept a lookout for the Landy but only found 

the one the APT which we visited. Mick has quite an extensive blog library on the ExplorOz 

Forum if you want to have read of those trips. 

The rock wall with Mick and Tommy’s signatures was found in 2011 by another ExplorOz 

member Eqinox who went in there from the Edgar Range and onto DTS but came out via the 

Sally May access track which I found in 2010, the guys whose track we saw went onto 

Pegasus from the DTS and then to Joanna and back north to Sally May and then across to 

the eastern end of the desert exiting via Balgo. 

Hope some of this is a help but I fear it’s nothing you haven’t heard already from me, I 

wouldn’t say Mick and myself were close but we often had a cool drink together and I 

was/am a great admirer of his bush skills and fortitude. My feeling is the old Landy is 

somewhere between the DTS and Joanna or just after. 

If by chance I had recovered the Landy it was to be mounted on a pedestal on the forecourt 

at Sandfire. 

Cheers Dave 

Me again, 

Kaye It’s my belief that Mick and his companions explored most of those Mclarty Hills and 

possibly there are others with similar signatures, the one we were at would possibly have 

been the first one they came upon and judging by the bird life there would be water there 

and Mick probably climbed that knoll for a bit of a look around and found by chance 

Tommy’s sign and added his to the same wall. 

It’s a shame he passed away before writing that book.  

Cheers Dave 
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Appendix 4    Deano’s added information 

 

A note for aspiring travellers of the Great Sandy Desert 

By  Dean Howells 

 

The desert route travelled in this journal is situated in one of the remotest , driest and 
unfrequented regions of Australia and it should not be undertaken lightly. This is not a 
Simpson Desert or CSR journey where other travellers may come along in a day or 
week or so. Out here it could be years. We followed a route part ‘blazed’ by Mick Olsen 
from Explore Oz who kindly gave us the GPS plot of his journey from 4 years previous. 
This data was integrated with info from Dave Gray’s maps and unique experience of 
the region with David Ribbans computer expertise to come up with the planned route. 

Access to the desert at the start and finish of this journey is via private station property 
via Beefwood, Cherebun, Christmas Creek, Nita Downs and/or Anna Plains stations, 
depending on the route chosen, for which the station owner/managers permission must 
be gained. Note, some access gates are locked. 

GPS navigation is an absolute necessity unless you have the navigational skills of 
Tommy Gray or Mick Driscoll (as described in Kaye’s journal). Our Hema Navigator 
didn’t cut the mustard but the Ozi Explorer PC based mapping was excellent although 
sticking rigidly to a previous plot can be a mistake. It is often better to strike out and cut 
a new trail as terrain can change significantly over a short period (especially with good 
wet seasons). Knowing when to do so is the trick. Even Dave who is very familiar with 
the terrain was surprised with the amount of regrowth over a short period.  

It is inadvisable to attempt this journey with a single vehicle and you should be 
prepared to abandon your vehicle, maybe permanently, if necessary. Be prepared for 
body/panel damage. Members of your party should have mechanical and medical/first 
aid expertise. In the middle of this trip you may only be 400 Km or so from ‘civilisation’ 
but this is one weeks travel under good conditions. Recovery costs could be in the 
‘tens of thousands’. Our fellow companions David and Janet are experienced outback 
travellers as are Dave and Pauline with the added advantage of Dave’s comprehensive 
knowledge of the area. Having someone along who can cook is a definite plus.  

Average fuel consumption for Oka 413 was 3 Km/litre, for the 690 Km journey (less 
than half that of 95 Km/hr highway driving). For the South run to the Anna Plains track 
it would have been less than 2 Km/litre so a minimum of at least 280 litres should be 
carried and 200 litres (minimum) of water, all in multiple containers in case of failure, 
and this for the relatively cool months of June/July into August. Attempting this journey 
at other times varies from inadvisable to insane to down right suicidal. 

Having good communications gear and the skill/willingness to use it makes for a safer 
and less stressful journey. Each vehicle had a VKS 737 HF radio, VHF for inter vehicle 
communications and a couple of Sat Phones in the party made up the comms suite.  
We logged in with VKS 737 each night. A couple of hand held VHF sets were very 
handy when checking out dune crossing sites and reporting back. 
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The height of the Oka gave a huge ‘visual’ advantage when navigating through the 
thick scrub but a ‘paint damaging’ disadvantage. If your vehicle is a bit of a ‘show pony’ 
it won’t be when you’ve completed the journey. 

You will need to carry all your food, water, fuel, spares and other requirements to last 
for a minimum of two weeks and your vehicle should be in top class condition.  Having 
like vehicles makes this a lot easier. 

Tyres are the most common point of failure/damage on an off road trip across the 
desert such as this and sufficient spares should be carried. Easy to say but what is 
sufficient ? We had 6 spare wheels plus an additional three tyres, and that was just 
enough !; and we had 3 like vehicles. Four destroyed 285/70 R19.5’s, a mixture of 
Michelin, Toyo and Kumho plus a handful of other stakes on the hardwood Holly 
Grevillia twigs that were everywhere. We got off very lightly with punctures I feel . It 
would have been a lot worse with softer/thinner more ‘conventional’ 4WD tyres.  

Make sure that you have the ability and tools to change tyres off/on the rims with a soft 
sandy base (a lot more difficult than a concrete garage floor). A TPMS (Tyre Pressure 
Management System) is a VERY good investment and when used with tubeless tyres 
and a tyre plugging kit will make life a lot easier. For the Oka a high lift jack was 
essential (along with a conventional jack) as it saved a lot of time/effort in the hot soft 
sand when changing wheels. With a TPMS a lot of time, effort, stress and money can 
be saved in detecting a leak before the tyre is trashed. 

When setting up camp choose an open area which can be easily seen from a distance. 
This might seem a strange suggestion but on the single time we set up camp in thick 
scrub I ‘wandered off’ approx. 100 metres to the top of an adjacent dune looking for a 
way around the clumps of scrub, a common task. When I got there and turned about I 
didn’t know which of two clumps of scrub we were camped in. The scrub hid the camp 
as well as the normal camp sounds which usually travel well in a basically soundless 
environment. Calling out soon got a response, and direction, but caused some worry in 
camp with concern for my welfare. A poor decision to ‘guess’ the correct clump of scrub 
could have resulted in of one of those chains of events which could lead to tragedy. 
This can be avoided with good camp site selection. 

I’m fortunate in that Kaye is a good driver and has no trouble driving the Oka. It’s a 
good idea for the ‘better half’ to be competent in driving off road as it shares the load 
and is a good backup if you fall over and break a leg. A smart fella will ensure she can 
also work the HF/VHF (so that she can log into VKS 737 whilst preparing tea whilst you 
enjoy that well earned beer  ) ................................... Dean Howells. December 2014. 
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The author Kaye Howells, at camp writing up her journal. 


